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INTRODUCTION
Each regulatory agency of
California government hears
from those trades or industries it
respectively affects. Usually
organized through various trade
associations, professional lobby-
ists regularly formulate positions,
draft legislation and proposed
rules, and provide information as
part of an ongoing agency rela-
tionship. These groups usually
focus on the particular agency
overseeing a major aspect of
their business. The current activi-
ties of these groups are reviewed
as a part of the summary discus-
sion of each agency, infra.
There are, in addition, a num-
ber of organizations which do not
represent a profit-stake interest in
regulatory policies. These orga-
nizations advocate more diffuse
interests-the taxpayer, small
business owner, consumer, envi-
ronment, future. The growth of
regulatory government has led
some of these latter groups to
become advocates before the reg-
ulatory agencies of California,
often before more than one agen-
cy and usually on a sporadic
basis.
Public interest organizations
vary in ideology from the Pacific
Legal Foundation to Campaign
California. What follows are
brief descriptions of the current
projects of these separate and
diverse groups. The staff of the
Center for Public Interest Law
has surveyed approximately 200
such groups in California, direct-
ly contacting most of them. The
following brief descriptions are
only intended to summarize their
activities and plans with respect




3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 550
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 383-9618
Access to Justice Foundation (AJF)
is a nonprofit, nonpartisan citizen advo-
cacy organization established to inform
the public about the operation of the
legal system; provide independent,
objective research on the protection
accorded citizens by laws; and guaran-
tee citizens of California access to a fair
and efficient system of justice.
In 1988, AJF and its campaign com-
mittee-the Voter Revolt to Cut
Insurance Rates-sponsored and quali-
fied Proposition 103, the only one of
four competing insurance reform initia-
tives approved by the electorate in the
November 1988 election.
AJF publishes a bimonthly report,
Citizens Alliance, on citizens' rights
issues and actions at the local, state, and
federal levels. Legislative, judicial, and
administrative activities which impact
on the public justice system and the
exercise of citizens' rights are a major
focus of the organization's research and
educational activities. AJF is funded by
grants and individual memberships.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
AJF and Voter Revolt continue their
quest for full implementation and
enforcement of Proposition 103, which
has recently been assaulted by insurance
industry lawsuits in numerous jurisdic-
tions. (See CRLR Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter
1990) pp. 20-21, 25, and 106-08 for
background information.)
In late February, Voter Revolt asked
the California Supreme Court o consol-
idate and decide several insurance com-
pany lawsuits against Proposition 103.
Voter Revolt charged that the industry
suits have delayed impJementation of
Proposition 103 and "made a mockery"
of the judicial branch. According to
Voter Revolt's Harvey Rosenfield, "The
Supreme Court should act quickly to
take these cases, as it has in the past,
because continued legal delays and
frivolous court challenges will seriously
diminish the public's confidence in and
respect for the judicial branch. The pub-
lic has a right to expect the Supreme
Court to protect their interests by imme-
diately deciding these cases.... The
insurance companies got their day in the
Supreme Court quickly; now consumers
need ours just as fast."
The Voter Revolt petition asked the
court to accept jurisdiction over a dozen
lawsuits by insurance companies which
challenged Proposition 103 regulations
issued by Insurance Commissioner
Roxani Gillespie. The court denied the
petition, but consolidated all Proposition
103 lawsuits under the jurisdiction of
Judge Miriam Vogel in the Los Angeles
County Superior Court. On May 4, in a
major blow to Proposition 103 and its
proponents, Judge Vogel struck down
regulations implementing the provision
of Proposition 103 which prohibits
insurance companies from basing auto
insurance rates primarily on drivers' res-
idences ("territorial rating"). The judge
enjoined the Department of Insurance
from enforcing regulations that would
have placed residence at a lower priority
than other factors, such as number of
miles driven and personal driving
record, in determining rates. "Today is
the darkest day in the history of
Proposition 103," said Rosenfield. He
called Vogel's ruling a "travesty of jus-
tice," and argued that voters mandated
the elimination of territorial rating when
they approved Proposition 103 over one
year ago. He said the ruling is frivolous
and unsupportable, and that Voter
Revolt would appeal the decision. (See
infra reports on CONSUMERS UNION
and DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
for further information on the imple-
mentation of Proposition 103.)
In mid-April, Voter Revolt,
Consumers Union, and Attorney
General John Van de Kamp demanded
that Insurance Commissioner Gillespie
remove a hearing judge she chose to
preside over an adjudicatory hearing to
determine standards for insurance indus-
try profits. Administrative Law Judge
William J. Fernandez is married to an
attorney who works for a law firm
which defends several major insurance
companies; the groups also alleged that
Fernandez had been holding private
conference with industry lawyers out-
side the adjudicatory hearings. Voter
Revolt's Harvey Rosenfield charged that
Fernandez had invited two insurance
company attorneys and two Department
of Insurance officials to golf and dine
with him. Rosenfield, Consumers Union
attorney Nettie Hoge, and Van de Kamp
asked Gillespie to dismiss Judge
Fernandez before he submitted his rec-
ommended decision. Gillespie referred
the motion to Fernandez, who denied it.
After several months of hearings on
fair rate of return for the insurance
industry, Judge Fernandez on May 3
proposed a 13.2% rate of return before
insurers must comply with rate rollbacks
required by Proposition 103, and a range
of 11.2%-19% during "prior approval"
ratemaking mandated by the initiative.
(See infra agency report on DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE for further
information.) The proposal was immedi-
ately criticized by consumer lawyers
and Attorney General Van de Kamp,
who said it might as well have been
written by the insurance industry, and
that it would be a disaster for California
consumers. "The decision stands
Proposition 103 on its head and says go
on with business as usual," exclaimed
Voter Revolt's Rosenfield. Consumer
advocates called on Gillespie to ignore
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the recommendation, insisting that a rate
of return of IL2% is a more acceptable
level.
On June 13, Commissioner Gillespie
issued a ruling which partially disagreed
with Judge Fernandez' recommenda-
tions. Gillespie said that insurers must
give their policyholders some or all of
the 20% rollback called for by
Proposition 103 if the companies' prof-
its exceeded 11.2% in 1989, whereas
Judge Fernandez would have allowed a
13.2% rate of return. However, the
Commissioner agreed that future rates
would be set by the DOI based on a
range of return between 11.2%-19%,
largely adopting the insurance industry's
position. The Commissioner's June 13
decision will no doubt be challenged,
further engulfing Proposition 103 in liti-
gation and further delaying any roll-
backs for consumers.
On March 2, Voter Revolt volunteers
picketed insurance hearings called by
Assemblymember Patrick Johnston in
Los Angeles. Johnston asked insurance
company representatives to testify about
the industry's refusal to sell "good driv-
er" policies to all who qualify. Voter Re-
volt supporters carried signs calling for
enforcement of Proposition 103, which
requires good driver discounts of 20%.
On March 15, about forty Voter
Revolt supporters demonstrated outside
a hearing on increasing auto insurance
rates in San Diego, where Insurance
Commissioner Gillespie made an
appearance to talk to the news media.
She left before the hearing started.
Gillespie proposed auto rate increases in
54 counties, which would allow lower
rates in Los Angeles, Orange, and San
Francisco counties.
Voter Revolt has temporarily called
off signature gathering for its new initia-
tive, the "Proposition 103 Enforcement
Act" (see CRLR Vol. 10, No. I (Winter
1990) p. 20 for background informa-
tion). Signature collection will gear up
again during the summer, in an attempt
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The American Lung Association of
California (ALAC) emphasizes the pre-
vention and control of lung disease and
the associated effects of air pollution.
Any respiratory care legislative bill is of
major concern. Similarly, the
Association is concerned with the
actions of the Air Resources Board and
therefore monitors and testifies before
that Board. The Association has extend-
ed the scope of its concerns to encom-
pass a wider range of issues pertaining
to public health and environmental toxi-
cs generally.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In January, the American Lung
Association of San Diego/Imperial
Counties urged approximately 435,000
smokers in the region to move toward
prevention of lung disease by quitting
smoking for good in 1990. The group
offered the "Kiss Your Butt Good-Bye"
quit-smoking kit to smokers for $10
each (plus $2.50 postage).
The quit-smoking kit includes
ALAC's nationally tested and proven
guide, Freedom from Smoking in 20
Days. The manual includes information
on weight control, stress management,
and coping strategies. Kit purchasers
also receive a nicotine dependence test
and quitter's first aid kit. The group said
statistics show that nine out of ten
smokers would quit if they could find a
way to do it. To order the quit-smoking
kit, call ALAC at (619) 297-3901.
According to ALAC, tobacco use
kills nearly 400,000 U.S. citizens per
year, and lung cancer is the number one
killer today. Studies show that every
cigarette cuts five and one-half minutes
off a smoker's life expectancy. Most of
the damage caused by smoking can be
reversed unless lung cancer or emphyse-
ma has already occurred.
In February, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services Secretary
Louis Sullivan said the nation's smoking
habit costs more than $52 billion per
year-mostly in higher health care and
insurance costs. That translates to an
average cost of $221 per person per
year. Blasting the tobacco industry,
Sullivan said it is "morally wrong to
promote a product which, when used,
causes death-trading death for corpo-
rate profits." He called on the print and
electronic media to run free advertising
emphasizing the dangers of smoking.
ALAC, the American Heart
Association, and the American Cancer
Society lauded the new federal law ban-
ning smoking during domestic airline
flights, which went into effect on
February 25. Under the law, violators
may be fined $1,000, and those who
tamper with smoke detectors in air-
planes may be fined $2,000. The groups
pointed out that second-hand smoke in
confined areas is responsible for the
deaths of 5,000 nonsmokers each year,
and it worsens the symptoms suffered
by those afflicted with heart and lung
diseases. Additionally, second-hand
smoke is harmful to infants, young chil-
dren, and pregnant women.
In April, the state Department of
Health Services unveiled its $28.6 mil-
lion advertising drive aimed at discour-
aging smoking. The campaign-which
will include statewide television, radio,
print, and billboard ads-is funded by
tobacco tax monies generated from
Proposition 99, passed by the electorate
in November 1988 and strongly support-
ed by ALAC. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 4
(Fall 1989) p. 13 and Vol. 9, No. 3
(Summer 1989) p. 10 for more informa-
tion on Proposition 99.) Teen-agers,
children, pregnant women, and minori-
ties are being particularly targeted in the
anti-smoking campaign, which will last
for fifteen months. In addition to smok-
ing, the campaign will also address the






The National Audubon Society
(NAS) has two priorities: the conserva-
tion of wildlife, including endangered
species, and the conservation and wise
use of water. The society works to estab-
lish and protect wildlife refuges, wilder-
ness areas, and wild and scenic rivers.
To achieve these goals, the society sup-
ports measures for the abatement and
prevention of all forms of environmental
pollution.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The January/February issue of
Audubon Activist centered on the prob-
lem of global warming. In order to pre-
vent disaster, states the publication, the
world must shift its entire energy pro-
duction to a system based on renewable,
non-polluting sources; and stop destroy-
ing great natural systems such as forests,
which capture carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. Population pressures must
be decreased-more people means more
demand for energy and wood products.
According to Audubon Activist, the
United States produces approximately
one-quarter of the world's carbon diox-
ide emissions, and little will happen
until we make changes in our own
nation's policies.
"Yet President Bush has failed to
introduce domestic policies that attack
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the problem," the publication said. NAS
president Peter Berle said the White
House must establish a three-pronged
set of policies: (1) a national climate
goal to achieve a 20% reduction in car-
bon dioxide emissions by 2000; (2) a
national energy policy that promotes
energy conservation and shifts energy
production toward renewable sources;
and (3) a population plan that reasserts
U.S. leadership on family planning
issues and provides research funds for
simple, advanced, and inexpensive
forms of contraception. Berle called on
NAS members to write to President
Bush and Congress in support of the
recommended policies.
Berle also said individuals can make
a difference in their own lives by alter-
ing everyday habits-driving more fuel-
efficient vehicles, conserving more
energy, recycling, planting trees, and
"thinking globally, but acting locally."
Audubon Activist suggested legisla-
tive packages aimed at reducing green-
house gases, including bills to increase
auto fuel efficiency. S. 1224 (Sen.
Richard Bryan, D-Nevada) would
require a 40% increase in average fuel
economy of auto fleets by 2000. This
would result in an overall average fuel
economy of approximately 40 miles per
gallon-decreasing U.S. carbon
dioxide emissions by about 4%.
Chlorofluorocarbons (ozone-depleting
gases) must also be phased out rapidly.
Important CFC provisions are included
as part of the House of Representatives'
version of a strengthened Clean Air Act
which is awaiting action by Congress, at
this writing.
Audubon members are asked to write
to their U.S. senators in support of S.
346 (Sen. Timothy Wirth, D-Colorado),
a bill requiring the U.S. Forest Service
to reform its management of the
Tongass National Forest (Alaska). The
bill has 52 cosponsors, and citizens
should ask their own senators to cospon-
sor the bill if they have not already.
Senators should also be urged to include
a strong wilderness protection provision
in the Tongass legislation, which is part
of the House-passed version. According
to Audubon and other environmental
groups, U.S. taxpayers subsidize exces-
sive cutting of Tongass timber each year
at a cost of $50 million. (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 1 (Winter 1989) p. 13; Vol. 8, No.
2 (Spring 1988) p. 14; and Vol. 8, No. 1
(Winter 1988) pp. 18-19 for background
information.)
Defenders of old-growth forests are
gearing up for another major congres-
sional battle to pass legislation that will
provide long-term protection for ancient
Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, and red-
wood trees. At this writing, environmen-
talists are ready to introduce measures to
reduce the rate of cutting in national
forests to sustainable levels, protect the
most significant stands of old growth,
and expedite reform of forestry prac-
tices. An unacceptably high logging rate
of 7.7 billion board feet per year of old-
growth cutting continues in the forests
of Oregon and Washington. Audubon
suggests that citizens write to their rep-
resentatives calling for: (1) permanent
protection of ancient forests; (2) prohi-
bition of log exports from public lands;
(3) the end of unsustainable timber
sales; (4) protection for wildlife, clean
water, and other forest values; and (5)
full restoration of citizens' judicial
rights to challenge proposed timber har-
vesting projects.
On May 17, U.S. Department of the
Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan
announced that the northern spotted owl
would be placed on the federal endan-
gered species list on June 23. The U.S.
Forest Service reports 949 known pairs
of the spotted owl in existence in
Washington, Oregon, and northern
California. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 3
(Summer 1989) p. 11 and Vol. 9, No. 2
(Spring 1989) pp. 21-22 for background
information.)
BERKELEY LAW FOUNDATION




The Berkeley Law Foundation (BLF)
is an income-sharing organization of
Boalt law students and faculty which
provides funding to public interest law
projects. BLF is an "attempt to institu-
tionalize financial, moral and directional
support for public interest work within
the legal profession, thereby avoiding
dependence on outside foundations or
governmental largesse."
BLF is a nonprofit corporation gov-
erned by a seventeen-member Board of
Directors elected directly by the mem-
bership. The Board includes attorneys in
both public and private practice, com-
munity representatives and law school
faculty members, as well as members of
the Foundation.
Foundation grants are designed to
provide subsistence support and start-up
funding for recently-trained attorneys
committed to public interest work. BLF
also provides a summer grants program
to help law students undertake summer
projects under the auspices of a sponsor-
ing public interest organization.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In its Winter 1990 newsletter, BLF
published a survey of all projects initiat-
ed with BLF grants, and found that
many of the projects are still thriving.
The Foundation awarded its first full-
year grant in 1976-77 and, with its
1989-90 grants, has given a total of 37
year-long grants and a few partial-year
awards. According to the survey, 10 of
the 37 major grants went to Boalt Hall
graduates; 16 to graduates of seven
other California law schools; and 11 to
graduates of out-of-state law schools.
BLF conferred its first grant in 1976-
77 to Boalt Hall graduate Vicki Chin,
who established the Employment-Labor
Project for Asian workers within the
Asian Law Caucus in San Francisco.
She remained with the project, which
assists restaurant and garment workers,
for about four years after receiving the
BLF grant. The project continues today;
Vicki moved on to the National Labor
Relations Board and then to a private
law firm where she now practices,
primarily representing organized labor.
BLF's most recent grantees, each
receiving $25,000, are David
Robinson, who is directing the
Homelessness Prevention Project to
develop and implement a litigation and
advocacy strategy for the prevention of
homelessness; and Boalt Hall graduate
Kim Baker, who is revising and expand-
ing a pilot Welfare Rights Education
Project she undertook as a third-year
student at Boalt under the auspices of
the Income Rights Project in San
Francisco. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 3
(Summer 1989) p. II for background
information on these projects.)
In March, the BLF Board
reviewed full-year grant proposals for
1990-91, and expects to award two to
four grants to individuals lawyers who
undertake public interest projects serv-
ing the poor or other legally disadvan-
taged or underrepresented groups. The
deadline for proposals for next year is
tentatively February 1, 1991. For appli-
cations or more information, contact
Debbie Hauser at the BLF address listed
above.
On April 2, BLF held its Fourteenth
Annual Membership Meeting on the UC
Berkeley campus, featuring a talk by
Tom Smegal, a partner at a San
Francisco law firm and a former mem-
ber of the Board of Directors of the fed-
eral Legal Services Corporation, which
funds legal services for the poor
nationwide.
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CALIFORNIA CONSUMER
AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION
c/o David Ball, Consumer
Protection Division
Office of District Attorney
Room 183, Hall of Justice
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-6482
California Consumer Affairs
Association (CCAA) is a statewide affil-
iation of local consumer protection
agencies. The Association was founded
in 1974 to establish and facilitate an
avenue of communication among agen-
cies concerned with the protection of
consumers. CCAA actively represents
the interests of California consumers in
legislative and regulatory arenas. It
serves its members and the public by
providing workshops, training sessions,
and forums, and by preparing and pub-
lishing educational materials and leg-
islative summaries. Member groups pro-
vide their constituencies with counsel-
ing, information, and informal media-
tion services when marketplace transac-
tions result in disputes. Some member
agenciesact as small claimscourt advisors.
Membership in CCAA is open to
federal, state, and local agencies which
are primarily funded by the government,
with a mandate of consumer protection
and/or assistance. Nonprofit organiza-
tions devoted to consumerism may also
be eligible for membership. In addition,
CCAA membership includes representa-
tives of federal, state, and local law
enforcement entities. Association struc-
ture is divided into northern and south-
ern California divisions. CCAA con-
venes annually to involve members in
setting goals and policies and to elect
new officers. An executive committee
composed of a vice president from each
division and other CCAA officers
ensures coordination.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
CCAA convenes regular bimonthly
meetings in both its northern and south-
ern California regions. The meetings are
mainly for networking purposes among
the numerous CCAA member agencies.
CCAA's Southern Division met on
January 25 and March 8 in Los Angeles,
and on May 31 in San Bernardino. The
Southern Division has agreed to
host CCAA's Annual Meeting in
October/November 1990. For more
detailed information on actions taken by
the various member agencies of CCAA,
or for a list of those agencies, contact
David Ball at CCAA's address listed
above.
The office of the Attorney General, a
member agency of CCAA, has pub-
lished a brochure on telephone sales
fraud entitled Hook, Line, & Sinker. The
flyer reports that U.S. consumers lose $1
billion a year to unscrupulous business-
es that employ fraudulent telephone
sales tactics. The brochure advises con-
sumers to protect themselves by being
cautious, check out companies before
doing business over the phone, and
beware of deals that sound too good to
be true-such as "get rich quick" offers.
Consumers should not give their credit
card numbers over the phone unless they
initiated the call. The Attorney
General's office asks consumers-espe-
cially those who have been victims of
telephone fraud-to report suspicious
companies to the local Better Business
Bureau, city or county consumer fraud
department, or District Attorney's
office; or contact the state Attorney
General's Office, Public Inquiry Unit,
P.O. Box 944255, Sacramento, CA
94244-2550.
In March, the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission's (CPSC)
Los Angeles office, a member agency of
CCAA, reported on the risk of infant
suffocation associated with a product
known as the "bean bag" cushion. The
Commission has records on the deaths
of at least 19 infants from the cushions.
All firms that make the cushions have
agreed to recall their products.
In cooperation with CPSC, the
Oriental Trading Company in Omaha,
Nebraska voluntarily recalled two mod-
els of wooden trains because small parts
could detach, becoming a choking haz-
ard to young children. Consumers are
urged to keep the toys away from young
children, and may return the toys to the
manufacturer for a full refund. For more
information on CPSC and product warn-
ings, contact the agency in Los Angeles
at (213) 251-7464, or write U.S. CPSC,




1147 S. Robertson Blvd., Suite 203
Los Angeles, CA 90035
(213) 278-9244
CalPIRG is a nonprofit statewide
organization founded by students from
several California universities. It is the
largest student-funded organization of
its kind in the state. There are CalPIRG
chapters on four campuses of the
University of California. CalPIRG now
has approximately 120,000 members
statewide, including thousands of citi-
zens members.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In January, CalPIRG released its
annual index rating of legislators' votes.
Each year, CalPIRG scores lawmakers
on their votes on public interest advo-
cates' priority bills. According to the
group's report on 1989, legislators'
votes on public interest bills reflect a
serious imbalance between the public's
input and special interest power in
Sacramento. In 1989, the average law-
maker voted in the public interest on
only two-thirds of those bills. The
Senate voted in the public interest 72%
of the time, while the Assembly aver-
aged 67%. The Governor signed only
42% of the public interest bills he
received.
CalPIRG's report further revealed
that, although voters called for restric-
tions on off-year fundraising and limita-
tions on legislators' ability to raise funds
from political action committees (PACs)
in enacting two campaign finance
reform measures (Propositions 68 and
73) in June 1988, legislators started off
the 1989-90 legislative session by rais-
ing an average of over $100,000 each in
the first six months. Only 2% of these
funds were from contributions under
$100. "This year, legislators receive an
'A' for their PAC fundraising efforts,"
commented a CalPIRG policy analyst.
"Special interest contributors have
replaced voters and become legislators'
most important constituents."
In 1989-a year when no legislators
were up for reelection, state senators
raised an average of $140,000 and
assemblymembers $97,000 each,
totalling over $13 million raised in only
six months. "The citizen's voice, already
faint in Sacramento, is increasingly
drowned out by special interest dollars,"
CalPIRG's spokesperson said.
On February 1 and again in late
March, several PIRG lobbyists from
around the nation converged on the
Capitol in Washington, D.C., to spur
action on amendments to strengthen the
federal Clean Air Act. One PIRGer was
able to visit 24 congressional offices
over a two-day period and spoke person-
ally with several members. That effort
netted at least 12 cosponsors for the
PIRG-backed bills.
San Diego CalPIRG Campaign
Director David Adams said the Bush
administration's Clean Air Act measure
(introduced by Representative John
Dingell, D-Michigan) falls critically
short of what is needed to end the
unnecessary illnesses, premature deaths,
and environmental damage caused by
air pollution each year. PIRG groups
around the nation and other environ-
mental groups universally criticized the
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"compromise" Clean Air Act proposal
reached in early March between the
Senate leadership and the White House.
Critics called the Senate measure a sell-
out to oil and auto industry interests,
and said the bill is in some cases weaker
than existing law. (See CRLR Vol. 10,
No. I (Winter 1990) p. 30 for back-
ground information.)
On May 23, the House of
Representatives approved a major over-
haul of the federal Clean Air Act by a
vote of 401-21. Environmentalists are
generally pleased with the House ver-
sion because it includes an ozone pro-
tection amendment (H.R. 2699-Bates),
which will phase out chlorofluorocar-
bons (CFCs) by 1996 and which, in the
meantime, requires recycling of CFCs
instead of allowing the gases to evapo-
rate. The Waxman-Lewis amendment
(H.R. 2323) on metropolitan air contam-
inant reductions was also approved,
although toned down somewhat. (See
CRLR Vol. 10, No. I (Winter 1990) pp.
30-31 for background information.)
CalPIRG is pleased that the House ver-
sion calls for production of up to
300,000 alternative-fueled vehicles in
the Los Angeles area by 1997, and that
it includes a provision to reduce acid
rain emissions. The House bill also
requires industrial plants to use the best
available technology to reduce by 90%
the emissions of 191 toxic chemi-
cals-many of them cancer-causing.
(See infra report on NATURAL
RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
for related information.)
The bill must now be reconciled with
the much weaker Senate version in a
House-Senate conference committee
over the summer. The White House has
threatened a veto of the House measure
because it includes $250 million to ben-
efit coal miners and other workers who
might lose jobs due to passage of the
new clean air law. Organized labor,
environmentalists, and even some busi-
ness groups supported the job benefits
provisions.
CaiPIRG and its affiliate, Pesticide
Watch, report that they gathered more
than 100,000 signatures for "Big
Green", Attorney General John Van de
Kamp's Environmental Protection Act
of 1990 initiative campaign, as of the
end of March. A coalition of environ-
mental groups started gathering signa-
tures on December 2, 1989. On April
26, the groups supporting Big Green
submitted over 800,000 signatures to
county registrars of voters around the
state. On May 31, the initiative officially
qualified for the November 1990 ballot.
On March 23-the day before the
first anniversary of the disastrous Exxon
Valdez oil spill in Alaska, CalPIRG
released a report stating that oil tanker
traffic along the California coast "repre-
sents a disaster waiting to happen."
According to Rachel Drolet of
CalPIRG's San Diego office, "It defi-
nitely can happen here, and if it hap-
pened now, we wouldn't have a way to
clean it up." According to the report, 33
million gallons of oil sail in and out of
California's harbors every day of the
year, and the California Coastal
Commission staff believes that neither
the north coast nor San Diego County
has the oil spill response capability to
deal with even a minor spill. CalPIRG
released the report to draw attention to
Big Green, noting that the measure will
provide $500 million for oil spill pre-
vention and clean-up, and require oil
companies to prepare detailed clean-up
plans.
AB 1430 (Eastin), the Toxics Use
Reduction Institute Act, and AB 1728
(Katz), the Toxics Truth Act-both
high-priority measures for CalPIRG this
year-have passed the Assembly and
are pending in Senate committees at this
writing. AB 1430 would create a com-
prehensive pollution prevention pro-
gram of research and technical assis-
tance to businesses, in order to identify
toxics use reduction techniques and
increase firms' awareness of reduction
opportunities. AB 1728 would require
companies to report critical information
about their use of toxics to the state and
require the government to store toxics
information gathered in the most effi-
cient and usable manner possible, in
order to give policymakers and citizens
a better picture of the dimensions of the
toxics problem.
In March, CaIPIRG joined with state
Senator Gary Hart and Controller Gray
Davis at a news conference in support of
Hart's SCR 84, the "Valdez Principles"
resolution, which requests shareholder
action by California state pension
boards to urge companies in which they
invest to adopt the environmentally con-
scious principles. At this writing, SCR
84 is awaiting action on the Senate floor.
(See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall 1989) p.
26 for background information on the
Valdez Principles.)
CalPIRG continues to be concerned
about the regulation and use of pesti-
cides by the California Department of
Food and Agriculture (CDFA). (See
CRLR Vol. 10, No. I (Winter 1990) p.
23 for background information.) In late
May, along with the Natural Resources
Defense Council, the San Diego
Audubon Society, and the Environmen-
tal Health Coalition, CalPIRG joined the
Center for Public Interest Law in an
amici curiae brief challenging CDFA's
aerial malathion spraying over the city
of El Cajon, a suburb of San Diego. The
brief charged that CDFA violated the
California Endangered Species Act and
that the CDFA Director failed to comply
with state law requiring him to make
specified factual findings in reaching a
decision to commence aerial malathion
spraying. Following a three-day trial,
however, a San Diego Superior Court
judge deferred to CDFA and permitted it
to continue the aerial spraying.
CALIFORNIANS AGAINST
WASTE
909 12th St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-5422
In 1977, Californians Against Waste
(CAW) was formed to advocate for a
recycling bill in the legislature which
would require a minimum refundable
deposit of five cents on beer and soft
drink containers. After being repeatedly
thwarted -legislatively by well-financed
industry opponents, CAW sponsored
and organized a coalition for a statewide
citizen initiative which appeared on the
ballot in 1982 as Proposition 11. That
measure failed after can and bottle man-
ufacturers and their allies raised and
spent $6 million to defeat it. CAW then
worked for the 1986 passage of the
"bottle bill" (AB 2020-Margolin), which
for the first time established redemption
values for glass, aluminum, and two-
liter plastic beverage containers. As of
January 1, 1990, under SB 1221 (Hart),
redemption values increased from one
cent per glass or aluminum container to
five cents for every two containers
returned. Two-liter plastic beverage con-
tainers are now worth five cents each.
Under SB 1221, redemption values for
aluminum, glass, and plastic beverage
containers will increase if a recycling
goal of 65% is not reached by 1993.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
CAW recently announced that its
goal for the 1990s is to reach 50% waste
recycling and reduction in the state by
2000. The current rate of solid waste
recycling and reduction is only 10%.
According to CAW, a 50% rate has
already been achieved by Japan and
some western European countries. The
group called on its supporters to help
fight the "throw-away ethic" that now
prevails and to work for more aggres-
sive recycling programs.
On January 4, Los Angeles Mayor
Tom Bradley signed into law a mandato-
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ry household garbage recycling pro-
gram, which was unanimously approved
by the City Council on December 20,
1989. The seven-year, $190 million pro-
gram will be part of the weekly residen-
tial garbage pick-up for up to 720,000
households in about two-and-one-half
years. Nearly 95,000 households are
now participating in pilot curbside recy-
cling in neighborhoods scattered
throughout the city. About 60% of these
households are taking the time to sepa-
rate newspapers, bottles, and cans,
according to Los Angeles recycling
coordinator Joan Edwards. Yard trim-
ming waste will be added to the home
separation system within seven years.
Experts estimate that recycling of
bottles, cans, newspapers, and some
plastics could reduce Los Angeles' total
mountain of garbage by about 14%. The
expected reduction may reach 50% after
yard waste is recycled. A system of
warnings and fines will be implemented
for those who refuse to separate their
trash. An ordinance is being prepared to
make it a crime to steal city-distributed
recycling containers. CAW helped per-
suade the City Council to pass the curb-
side recycling program ordinance, said
to be the largest in the nation.
In early March, Senate President pro
Tempore David Roberti appointed
newly-elected Senator Lucy Killea (D-
San Diego) as chair of the new Senate
Select Committee on Source Reduction
and Recycling Market Development.
Select committees do not produce or
vote on bills, but conduct hearings and
issue reports on specific subjects which
lead to laws. Killea, a longtime recy-
cling advocate and author of several
progressive solid waste management
bills, said the committee will be looking
at new steps the state can take to resolve
California's garbage crisis.
CAW is sponsoring or supports more
than a dozen pro-recycling bills in the
legislature this session, including the
following:
-AB 4193 (Margolin), and its com-
panion bill in the Senate, SB 2091
(Hart), which would require that pack-
aging materials be manufactured from
materials that are at least 50% recycled.
If manufacturers can't meet the criteria,
they must pay a penalty; eventually,
packaging that is not recycled will be
banned.
-SB 2090 (Hart) and AB 3050
(Margolin), which would expand
California's existing "bottle bill" to pro-
vide refunds for all beverage containers,
including wine, liquor, juice, and water
containers and milk jugs.
-SB 2342 (Killea), which would pro-
hibit day care centers from refusing to
admit children of parents who insist on
using cloth diapers. More than two bil-
lion plastic diapers are used each year,
creating a litter problem and costing tax-
payers more than $30 million for
garbage disposal.
CAW encouraged consumers to par-
ticipate in "Zero Garbage Day" on April
17 as part of Earth Week. The campaign
urged consumers to choose products
packaged in recyclable (cardboard,
glass, and aluminum) materials, and to
boycott products in throwaway plastic
containers and things like disposable
cameras, lighters, etc. CAW reminded
the public that packaging costs make up
9% of our grocery bills.
CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA
926 J Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-8950
In July 1986, the Campaign for
Economic Democracy (founded in
1977) became Campaign California
(CamCal). The 100,000-member/con-
tributor organization, with offices in
Sacramento, San Jose, San Francisco,
and Santa Monica, continues as the
largest progressive citizens action group
in the state. Each office of the organiza-
tion operates a door-to-door and tele-
phone canvass, providing direct contact
with voters regarding issues; facilitating
fundraising and signature collection
drives; and resulting in registration of
new voters.
Campaign California supports efforts
to frame workable, progressive solutions
to problems in the areas of child care,
education, environment, transportation,
personal safety, insurance, and health
care. It targets the private entrepreneur
as a source of economic growth, jobs,
and innovation.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In February, CamCal, environmental
leaders, Attorney General John Van de
Kamp, and Assemblymember Tom
Hayden denounced the chemical indus-
try's plan to put forward a counter-ini-
tiative as a tactic to defeat the
Environmental Protection Act of 1990
("Big Green") on the November ballot.
(See CRLR Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter
1990) p. 24 for background information
on Big Green). At a series of news con-
ferences around the state, the political
and environmental leaders said a decep-
tive, rival initiative is being circulated
by the chemical industry to confuse vot-
ers in the November general election.
The industry's initiative, called the
"Consumer Pesticide Enforcement Act
for Food, Water and Worker Safety,"
began circulating for signatures on
February 14. The measure would pre-
empt provisions of Big Green if it gar-
ners more votes in November.
Hayden and the environmentalists
distributed a confidential chemical
industry memo detailing the counter-ini-
tiative strategy and the industry's public
opinion research, economic analysis,
and fundraising plans. They said voters
should beware of the so-called "food
safety" initiative; Hayden said oppo-
nents of the Environmental Protection
Act "are perpetrating a fraud on the vot-
ers by proposing a toothless counter-ini-
tiative."
Meanwhile, the large coalition of
environmental groups supporting Big
Green submitted well over 800,000 sig-
natures to county registrars of voters on
April 26-more than double the number
needed to qualify for the November bal-
lot. Attorney General Van de Kamp and
Assemblymember Hayden announced
the massive signature turn-in at a fruit
and vegetable display in Los Angeles,
drawing attention to the fact that one of
Big Green's major provisions would
phase out pesticides linked to cancer or
birth defects. Big Green officially quali-
fied for the November ballot on May 31.
On March 15, Campaign California
sent a letter to the California Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) urging a
shutdown of the Unit I reactor at the San
Onofre nuclear power station if it cannot
be proven to operate safety and econom-
ically. CamCal said San Onofre I is like
a car with too many miles: "It's danger-
ous, it's inefficient, and it operates to
avoid further embarrassment o the
nuclear power industry." The 456-
megawatt reactor is the third-oldest in
the nation. Southern California Edison
Company operates the San Onofre plant
and owns 80% of the Unit I reactor; San
Diego Gas and Electric Company owns
20% of Unit I.
CamCal asked the PUC to examine
the economic data of the facility and, if
it determines that San Onofre I is not
being operated economically, to
"remove the plant from the rate base or
order the owner to retire the reactor."
The PUC was urged to schedule public
hearings to determine whether less
expensive methods of generating elec-
tricity are available.
According to the early 1990 issue of
CamCal's Campaign California Report
newsletter, San Onofre I has been oper-
ating on a provisional (rather than a full-
term) license since it first went into
operation in 1968. Some critics say its
inability to meet the full licensing
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requirements of the federal government
means the reactor is not safe. Union of
Concerned Scientists nuclear safety
expert Robert Pollard said, "It wouldn't
surprise me if San Onofre I is the next
U.S. reactor closed." According to
CamCal, San Onofre I has operated at
only 27% of its capacity since 1980, and
twice experienced outages of more than
one year.
Campaign California Reports said
Proposition 65, the 1986 Safe Drinking
Water and Toxics Enforcement Act, has
achieved some important milestones,
including more complete disclosure of
the presence of chemicals that cause
cancer or reproductive harm. For exam-
ple, California citizens are now receiv-
ing better warnings of the dangers of
consumption of alcohol by pregnant
women, and Proposition 65 closed a
twenty-year-old loophole that allowed
tobacco companies to leave warnings
off cigar and pipe tobaccos. Companies
which emit toxic chemicals now must
disclose their conduct in local newspa-
pers. In a recent preliminary ruling by
the Sacramento Superior Court, the state
may not exempt chemicals in food,
drugs, and cosmetics from Proposition
6 5's cancer warning requirements.
However, CamCal says the impact of
Proposition 65 has been softened by
Governor Deukmejian's delays and
opposition to the law.
CENTER FOR LAW IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST
11835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1155
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 470-3000
The Center for Law in the Public
Interest (CLIPI), founded in 1971, pro-
vides public interest law services. Due
to economic considerations, in 1988
CLIPI began using outside counsel
rather than employ a full-time legal
staff. Some legal services for the Center
are provided by the law firm of Hall and
Phillips, while a number of legal cases
are handled on a contract basis by out-
side attorneys. CLIPI's major focus is
litigation in the areas of environmental
protection, civil rights and liberties, cor-
porate reform, arms control, communi-
cations and land use planning. CLIPI
sponsors law student extern and fellow-
ship programs, and periodically pubish-
es a newsletter called Public Interest
Briefs.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In a recent Public Interest Briefs
newsletter, CLIPI Executive Director
Pattie Firestone reported that the organi-
zation is thriving under its new struc-
ture. Instead of employing legal counsel,
CLIPI now contracts with top attorneys
in their fields to work on large-scale
impact cases. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4
(Fall 1988) p. 18 for background infor-
mation.) Last year, CLIPI received more
than 700 requests for legal assistance
from across the nation. However, CLIPI
is only able to take on three or four new
class action cases per year.
CLIPI is working with the Alliance
for Justice on the creation of a National
Public Interest Law Archives Center.
The center would preserve and promote
the importance of public interest law in
our democracy throughout its history.
The Archives would organize traveling
exhibits of photographs and memorabil-
ia tracing the development of the civil
rights, consumer, and environmental
public interest law movements in
America.
People for Parks, a CLIPI-sponsored
organization, has filed for nonprofit sta-
tus, selected a twenty-member Board of
Directors, and testified before the Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors
on proposed cuts in the Parks and
Recreation Department budget. The
group has raised nearly $10,000 to pro-
mote park and open space issues.
CENTER FOR PUBLIC
INTEREST LAW
University of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 260-4806
The Center for Public Interest Law
(CPIL) was formed in 1980 after
approval by the faculty of the University
of San Diego School of Law. The facul-
ty selected Robert C. Fellmeth, a law
faculty professor, as the Center's direc-
tor. CPIL is funded by the University
and private foundation grants.
The Center is headquartered in San
Diego and has branch offices in
Sacramento and San Francisco. Each
year, approximately fifty law students
participate for academic credit as CPIL
interns. Students in the Center attend
courses in regulated industries, adminis-
trative law, environmental law, and con-
sumer law, and attend meetings and
monitor activities of assigned regulatory
agencies. Each student also contributes
quarterly agency updates to the
California Regulatory Law Reporter.
After several months, the students
choose clinic projects involving active
participation in rulemaking, litigation, or
writing.
CPIL's professional staff consists of
public interest litigators, research attor-
neys, and lobbyists. Center staff mem-
bers actively represent the public inter-
est in a variety of fora, including the
courts, the legislative, and administra-
tive agencies.
The Center is attempting to make the
regulatory functions of state government
more efficient and more visible by serv-
ing as a public monitor of state regulato-
ry agencies. The Center studies approxi-
mately sixty agencies, including most
boards, commissions and departments
with entry control, rate regulation, or
related regulatory powers over business-
es, trades, and professions.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
CPIL achieved a major victory on
June 7, when the Senate Judiciary
Committee approved SB 2375 (Presley)
by a 9-0 vote. SB 2375 is the Center's
physician discipline bill, reintroduced at
a February 28 Sacramento press confer-
ence following the withdrawal of SB
1434 (Presley) due to intense lobbying
by the California Medical Association
(CMA) and the Medical Board of
California (MBC). Appearing at the
press conference with Senator Presley
and CPIL representatives Professor
Robert Fellmeth and Steve Barrow were
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge
Judith C. Chirlin, Deputy District
Attorney Brian R. Kelberg, and jury
foreman Jaime Pulido, all of whom had
participated in the recently-completed
People v. Klvana trial. The ten-month
Klvana trial exposed serious defects in
the Medical Board's discipline system
and the private peer review system. (See
supra COMMENTARY; see infra agen-
cy report on MBC and CRLR Vol. 10,
No. 1 (Winter 1990) pp. 26 and 78 for
further information on the Klvana case.)
The Klvana trial, conviction, and
sentencing, several widely-read newspa-
per investigative series, a Los Angeles
television news expose, and a federal
Department of Health and Human
Services report on physician discipline
inadequacy all supported CPIL's thesis
and helped provide additional catalysts
for the passage of CPIL's bill. The bill
will enhance the flow of information on
incompetent or impaired physicians into
the Medical Board, improve the investi-
gation and adjudication of such matters
by establishing a special unit of prosecu-
tors within the Attorney General's
Office to specialize in medical discipline
matters, and create the Medical Quality
Panel (MQP)-a special panel of
administrative law judges within the
existing Office of Administrative
Hearings to preside exclusively over
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medical discipline cases. The bill also
authorizes the MQP and the Board's
Division of Medical Quality to issue
interim orders preventing a physician
from practicing pending the conclusion
of the disciplinary hearing-a power not
previously vested in the Board. After
intense negotiations with CMA through-
out the spring and early summer, CMA
eventually agreed to support the bill so
long as it is not further amended.
On March 1, CPIL Director Fellmeth
issued the Sixth Progress Report of the
State Bar Discipline Monitor. (See infra
agency report on STATE BAR; CRLR
Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall 1989) p. 18 and 137;
Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) pp. 17 and
107; and Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) pp.
18-19 for background information.) In
his report, Professor Fellmeth noted that
the output of the Bar's disciplinary sys-
tem has increased steadily and substan-
tially since 1987; during 1989, the Bar's
output increased 25-50% over 1988 lev-
els. The Bar has also succeeded in
decreasing the complaint backlog which
has historically plagued its Office of
Investigations, from almost 4,000 in
March 1986 to 352 in January 1990.
However, the Monitor noted that the
Office of Trial Counsel (the Bar's prose-
cution unit) has accumulated a 590-case
backlog of fully investigated matters
awaiting the drafting and filing of for-
mal charges.
The report also noted that the
revamped State Bar Court created by SB
1498 (Presley), enacted by the legisla-
ture and signed by the Governor in
1988, is now fully functional. Both the
hearing judges and the review panel
have assumed complete responsibility
for the judicial function within the State
Bar, and the improvement in State Bar
Court work product is already apparent.
Also on March 1, CPIL began work
on the grant project awarded jointly to it
and UCAN by the Public Utilities
Commission's Telecommunications
Education Trust (TET). (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 117 for back-
ground information on the TET.) Under
a one-year grant, CPIL and UCAN are
studying the impact of the deregulation
of inside telephone wiring, with special
emphasis on residential consumer rights
and responsibilities, and encouraging
competition in the inside wiring repair
business.
On February 26 in Le Bup Dao v.
Medical Board, CPIL's civil rights
action charging discriminatory licens-
ing, the First District Court of Appeal
reversed its earlier decision and ruled
that the Board may be liable under 42
U.S.C. section 1981, but not for dam-
ages. Relying on two controversial U.S.
Supreme Court decisions handed down
last summer, the court ruled that the
damages remedy for a section 1981 vio-
lation is available only through section
1983, and section 1983 is not applicable
to states. In its unpublished decision, the
First District also ruled that the individ-
ual defendants are not liable for dam-
ages because they all submitted boiler-
plate declarations stating that all actions
were taken in their official capacities.
CPIL's petition for review to the
California Supreme Court was denied
on May 17. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 2
(Spring 1988) p. 18 and Vol. 7, No. 4
(Fall 1987) p. 17 for background infor-
mation on this case.)
CPIL's San Diego office recently
assisted the City of El Cajon in its
attempt to stop aerial malathion spray-
ing by the California Department of
Food and Agriculture (CDFA) to eradi-
cate an alleged infestation of the
Mexican fruit fly. CPIL assisted in draft-
ing the City's brief on its motion for
temporary restraining order, charging
that CDFA violated the California
Endangered Species Act, that the statute
authorizing the CDFA Director to
engage in unlimited pest eradication
activity is an unlawful delegation of leg-
islative authority, and that the CDFA
Director failed to make the proper factu-
al findings required by he Food and
Agricultural Code. As with other
California cities which have challenged
aerial malathion spraying, El Cajon was
unsuccessful in its bid for a TRO on
May 21. The issue went to trial starting
on May 30; CPIL submitted an amici
curiae brief on behalf of the City,
securing as joint amici the Natural
Resources Defense Council, CalPIRG,
the Environmental Health Coalition, and
the San Diego Audubon Society.
However, the court deferred to CDFA
and denied El Cajon's motion for an
injunction on June 4.
CPIL remains active in the legisla-
ture. AB 410 (Killea), CPIL's attempt to
create a special prosecutor to enforce
bribery, extortion, and political laws
against high state officials, died in com-
mittee. However, three other CPIL-
sponsored regulatory reform measures
have passed out of key committees. SB
2163 (Hart) would prohibit ex parte
contacts between the regulators of finan-
cial institutions and those with a profit
stake in agency policies. The bill was
given major support from revelations of
such contacts in the savings and loan
scandal. The regulators of financial
institutions (banks, savings and loans,
insurance) are not multi-member boards
which must meet and decide in public,
but a single commissioner or superinten-
dent able to make decisions in private.
CPIL has argued that this structure
makes ex parte contacts most pernicious
as to financial regulatory agencies.
AB 2572 (Eastin) would impose
"sunrise" requirements on the creation
of new regulatory agencies. The legisla-
tion is sponsored by CPIL and the Little
Hoover Commission and derives from
testimony of CPIL. (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 39 for back-
ground information.) AB 3008 (Eastin),
also supported by CPIL, would imple-
ment the longstanding reform proposal
to merge the Boards of Barber
Examiners and Cosmetology for greater
efficiencies. (See CRLR Vol. 7, No. I
(Winter 1987) p. 1 for background infor-
mation.)
Other major legislation sponsored or
supported by CPIL include AB 671
(Connelly), to include within state
antitrust law the merger and monopoly
prohibitions of federal law; AB 2249
(Friedman), creating a crime for busi-
ness executives who fail to report
known dangerous defects in their prod-
ucts; and SB 2500 (Hart), allowing cor-
porations to be placed on probation for
criminal offenses and required to com-
ply with corrective court orders. All of
these bills have passed successfully
from initial policy committees.
The Center has also continued its
representation of consumer interests in
the implementation of Proposition 103,
including both the regulatory hearings to
decide rollback and prior approval rate
standards, and in the litigation still
pending in Los Angeles Superior Court
to establish permitted criteria for auto
insurance premium variations.
For several months, CPIL has been
conducting an investigation into the
advertising of the California State
Lottery. The Center made a Public
Records Act request of the Commission,
which was substantially refused. The
Center obtained a court order requiring
disclosure. With the recent decision to
change the Lottery to longer odds and
higher jackpots to attract more attention,
CPIL has made an additional PRA
request concerning the advertising for
the new game. The Center is consider-
ing suit to require compliance with




San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 252-1192
California Common Cause (CCC) is
a 55,000-member public interest lobby-
ing organization dedicated to obtaining a
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more open, accountable and responsive
government and decreasing the power of
special interests to affect the legislature.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Attorney James R. Wheaton, former-
ly with the Center for Public Interest
Law, was named the new director of
California Common Cause on February
20. Former CCC director Walter Zelman
resigned last year to campaign for the
office of state Insurance Commissioner.
Wheaton is a graduate of the Boalt Hall
School of Law at UC Berkeley. Most
recently, he has been the lead attorney
defending Voter Revolt's Proposition
103 against challenges by the insurance
industry. While a public interest attor-
ney at the Center for Public Interest
Law, he became involved in civil rights
litigation, attorney and physician disci-
pline reform, open government, toxics,
and utilities issues. CCC has also moved
its California headquarters office from
Los Angeles to San Francisco to save on
increasing travel costs to Sacramento
where the group focuses on lobbying.
CCC will maintain a full-time Los
Angeles office.
In a recent newspaper interview,
Wheaton said his goals are to revitalize
CCC at the chapter level, and to reverse
the tide of public apathy with an effort
by CCC to encourage more people in
California to vote. He emphasized that
voter turnout is dismal because people
feel many legislators have forgotten
about their districts and because special
interests can block legislation and need-
ed reform.
In late March, CCC asked Walter
Zelman to remove any reference to
Common Cause from his ballot identifi-
cation as a candidate for the elective
post of Insurance Commissioner.
Zelman sought to be described as
"Director, Common Cause," since that
was the job he held for thirteen years
just prior to his decision to run for
office. That designation was accepted by
the Secretary of State, but CCC filed a
lawsuit to compel Zelman to remove the
reference to Common Cause. According
to Common Cause national president
Fred Wertheimer, the reference to CC
might confuse voters into thinking CC
had endorsed Zelman. On March 29, a
Sacramento Superior Court judge barred
Zelman from linking himself to CC.
While early polls indicated strong sup-
port for Zelman with the CC ballot des-
ignation, that support diminished with-
out it. Zelman eventually finished a dis-
tant fourth in the race for the
Democratic nomination for Insurance
Commissioner.
In CCC's Spring 1990 newsletter,
Board Chair John R. Phillips urged
members to help gather signatures for
the Clean Government Initiative,
Attorney General John Van de Kamp's
ethics initiative which is being circulat-
ed for the November ballot. (See CRLR
Vol. 10, No. I (Winter 1990) p. 26 for
background information.) Signatures
were turned in at county registrar of vot-
ers' offices on April 16.
Prior to the June election, CCC took
positions on three ballot initiatives.
First, it urged passage of Proposition
112, calling it the toughest measure to
control special interest cash in the
nation. Believing that current legislative
salaries encourage public officials to
supplement their incomes with special
interest gifts and speaking fees, creating
serious conflicts of interest, CCC assert-
ed that Proposition 112 would effective-
ly close the door on special interest
influence. The measure, which was suc-
cessful on the June ballot, creates the
California Citizens Compensation
Commission to establish annual salaries
for state officers. The Commission will
consist of seven representatives from
business, labor, and nonprofit public
interest organizations, with geographic,
gender, racial, and ethnic diversity.
Proposition 112 also requires that pro-
ceedings of the legislature be open to
the public.
In connection with Proposition 112,
the legislature on April 19 overwhelm-
ingly approved SB 1738 (Roberti), an
ethics reform package supported by
CCC. Major sections will now take
effect due to the passage of Proposition
112 on June 5. Those sections include a
ban on outside speaking fees (honoraria)
for state elected officials, a limitation on
gifts of $250 per year from individuals
or groups, and a restriction on lobbying
by legislators or top state officials for
one year after they leave office. Under
the ethics package, legislators may be
fined up to $2,000 for voting on bills
where they financially benefit.
CCC voted unanimously to oppose
Proposition 118, a reapportionment
measure which appeared on the June
ballot. The group called the initiative
"nothing more than a cynical attempt by
the Republican party to place the power
to redraw district lines into their own
hands. The so-called 'ethics' portion of
the initiative is utterly useless since it is
nothing but empty promises. The major
redistricting change-a requirement for
a two-thirds vote for any plan-is little
more than an 'incumbent protection
plan.' It is certain to produce unfair dis-
tricts designed to perpetuate current
office holders."
CCC also opposed Proposition 119,
another reapportionment initiative
which would have removed redistricting
from the hands of the legislature alto-
gether. Although Common Cause has
supported the concept of an independent
reapportionment commission, a majority
of its board voted that the measure is
needlessly complicated and contains
provisions that appear to be clearly
designed to benefit the Republican
party. CCC said the measure would not
open up the process to the public, and
that only well-funded special interest
groups and major political parties would
be able to participate because of the
costs involved in the complicated rules.
Both Proposition 118 and Proposition
119 were defeated in the June election.
CCC supports AB 2572 (Eastin),
which would establish a more thorough
review process for proposed state boards
and commissions. AB 2572 has passed
the Assembly and is awaiting committee
assignment in the Senate at this writing.
CCC also supported SB 1495
(Kopp). The bill would have required
the Legislative Analyst to include in its
description and analysis of an initiative
measure all sources of campaign contri-
butions in support of the measure over
$10,000. The bill also required that
information on agreements to include
specific provisions in the initiative in
exchange for contributions be disclosed.
Governor Deukmejian vetoed the bill on
April 4, saying that it would be more
appropriate to expressly prohibit an
exchange of contributions for benefit
from an initiative.
CONSUMER ACTION
116 New Montgomery St., Suite 223
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-9635
San Francisco Consumer Action
(CA) is a nonprofit consumer advocacy
and education organization formed in
1971. Most of its 2,000 members are in
northern California but significant
growth has taken place in southern
California over the past year. CA is a
multi-issue group which since 1984 has
focused its work in the banking and
telecommunications industries.
CA has filed petitions with and
appeared before the California Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) in the field
of telephone rates. Statewide pricing
surveys are published periodically com-
paring the rates of equal-access long dis-
tance companies and the prices of ser-
vices offered by financial institutions.
Once each year, CA publishes consumer
service guides for the San Francisco Bay
area and the Los Angeles area which list
agencies and groups offering services to
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consumers and assisting with com-
plaints. A free consumer complaint/in-
formation switchboard is provided by
CA, and the group publishes a regular
newsletter which includes the pricing
surveys. More than 20,000 individual
consumers requested CA publications
during 1989. Consumer organizations
requested bulk orders of CA publica-
tions in 1989 which exceeded 350,000
copies.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Consumer Action continues to spend
substantial time on its Telephone
Information Project (TIP), funded by the
PUC's Telecommunications Education
Trust (TET). (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 4
(Fall 1989) p. 20 for background infor-
mation.) CA has been given a leading
role in developing materials for and
coordinating the projects of the 32 TET
grantees. CA publishes a bimonthly TIP
Report which describes the projects of
various grantees, updates grantees on
the latest telecommunications decisions
of the PUC, and provides general infor-
mation of interest to TET grantees. On
March 27, CA began a statewide series
of telecommunications workshops con-
ducted by its three-person outreach staff.
Each workshop is different, varying
according to the needs of the group
being addressed, but the presentations
all include a slide show, fact sheets and
pamphlets, and a question-and-answer
session. The workshops are intended to
provide information to community
agency staff so they can better educate
their clients about telecommunications
choices and how to change calling pat-
terns to lower phone bills.
CA recently released its latest long
distance price survey, which found vir-
tually identical prices on calls from
California to 17 cities around the world.
However, AT&T and MCI offer interna-
tional calling plans that offer sharply
lower rates on certain calls. The survey,
which appeared in the January/February
issue of Consumer Action News, reveals
details on calling plans offered by
AT&T and MCI that are designed for
consumers who make a large number of
international calls. In each case, con-
sumers must pay a monthly fee to
receive lower prices to selected coun-
tries during certain periods of the week.
Free copies of the CA survey are avail-
able to those who send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to CA's San Francisco
address.
CA's Executive Director Ken
McEldowney recently testified at a hear-
ing before the Assembly Committee on
Governmental Efficiency and Consumer
Protection that the Department of
Consumer Affairs (DCA) has failed to
maintain contact with citizens' groups
and to provide consumers with assis-
tance. CA has long been involved in
exposing the Department's problems,
dating back to its 1974 book which
detailed the shortcomings of DCA's
administration and structure.
DCA has agreed to install a statewide
information hotline with a toll-free 800
number, but McEldowney said the 800
number concept does not work for those
with rotary dial phones, or for those who
are unable to speak English. He suggest-
ed a study to determine the number of
callers who receive a quick answer on
complaint or assistance request calls, the
turn-around time for complaint resolu-
tion, and the percentage of calls which
result in a busy signal.
In April, CA announced a June 12




San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-6747
Consumers Union (CU), the largest
consumer organization in the nation, is a
consumer advocate on a wide range of
issues in both federal and state forums.
At the national level, Consumers
Union publishes Consumer Reports.
Historically, Consumers Union has been
very active in California consumer
issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
CU continues its participation in pro-
ceedings before the courts and the
Department of Insurance (DOI) to com-
pel implementation of Proposition 103,
the insurance reform initiative enacted
by the electorate in November 1988. In
January, CU intervened in a lawsuit
brought by State Farm Insurance
Company to invalidate emergency regu-
lations adopted by DOI on December 5
implementing Proposition 103's restric-
tion on the use of ZIP codes (territorial
rating) in calculating auto insurance
rates. (See CRLR Vol. 10, No. I (Winter
1990) pp. 25 and 106-08 for background
information on DOI's emergency regu-
lations.)
However, in a May 4 ruling that
stunned consumer groups and elated the
insurance industry, Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Miriam Vogel
preliminarily enjoined the DOI
Commissioner's enforcement of the reg-
ulations, finding that the insurers were
likely to prevail on their argument that
application of the regulatory criteria
could result in "inadequate, excessive or
unfairly discriminatory" rates. The
Commissioner appealed Vogel's ruling
in late May; CU plans to participate in
the appeal. (Judge Vogel has since been
elevated to the Second District Court of
Appeal; Judge Dzintra Janavs was sub-
sequently named to preside over all
Proposition 103-related cases, which
have been consolidated in the Los
Angeles County Superior Court.)
Meanwhile, in the ongoing "generic"
adjudicatory hearing before the DOI to
determine fair rate of return guidelines
for insurance industry ratesetting,
Attorney General John Van de Kamp,
CU, and Proposition 103 sponsor Voter
Revolt filed a request with Insurance
Commissioner Roxani Gillespie to
remove DOI Administrative Law Judge
William Fernandez from presiding over
the hearing. The basis for the April 13
motion was that ALJ Fernandez is mar-
ried to an attorney who works for a San
Francisco law firm whose clients
include several large insurance compa-
nies. CU attorney Nettie Hoge charged
that the judge had met privately with
witnesses who testified for the insurance
industry during the generic proceeding,
which has been ongoing since October
30, 1989. The Commissioner referred
the motion to Judge Fernandez, who
denied it.
On May 3, Judge Fernandez issued
his proposed decision in the generic pro-
ceeding. Under the recommended deci-
sion, Proposition 103's rollback require-
ment is to be applied to the point where
an insurance firm makes less than a
13.2% rate of return from its 1989 oper-
ations. The decision separately address-
es "prior approval" ratemaking now
mandated by the initiative. Here, con-
trary to the "whole company" approach
used in rollbacks, Judge Fernandez
would require a profitable rate as to
each line and subline of insurance. The
companies may suggest their own for-
mulae for calculating an appropriate rate
base. The rate of return should be within
a range of 11.2%-19%, based on histori-
cal industry data.
On June 13, Commissioner Gillespie
issued a ruling which partially disagreed
with Judge Fernandez' recommenda-
tions. Gillespie said that insurers must
give their policyholders some or all of
the 20% rollback called for by
Proposition 103 if the companies' prof-
its exceeded 11.2% in 1989, whereas
Judge Fernandez would have allowed a
13.2% rate of return. However, the
Commissioner agreed that future rates
would be set by the DOI based on a
range of return between 11.2%-19%,
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largely adopting the insurance industry's
position. The Commissioner's June 13
decision will no doubt be challenged,
further engulfing Proposition 103 in liti-
gation and further delaying any roll-
backs for consumers.
On March 12, the California
Reinvestment Committee, a coalition of
community groups including CU, asked
the Federal Reserve to deny Security
Pacific National Bank's application for
approval to purchase 20% of Mitsui
Manufacturers Bank. The request was
made in a formal protest to the applica-
tion filed under the federal Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA). That Act
requires bank regulators to examine
whether a bank is meeting community
credit needs when it seeks to acquire
another bank. CU staff attorney Gail
Hillebrand said that in all of 1988,
Security Pacific Bank made only three
loans to home buyers in predominantly
African-American South Central Los
Angeles, which is a very poor showing
for California's third-largest bank.
The coalition also expressed its dis-
satisfaction with the record of Mitsui
Limited, the parent of Mitsui Manufac-
turers Bank. According to CU, Mitsui
has refused to meet with the California
Reinvestment Committee and other
community groups to discuss its CRA
obligations. The coalition's protest
asked the Federal Reserve not to consid-
er any transaction involving Mitsui
Limited or its subsidiary Mitsui
Manufacturers Bank until there is a full
investigation of the CRA records of







The Environmental Defense Fund
(EDF) was formed in 1967 by a group
of Long Island scientists and naturalists
concerned that DDT was poisoning the
environment. EDF was a major force
behind the 1972 federal ban of DDT.
Staffed by scientists, economists, and
attorneys, EDF is now a national organi-
zation working to protect the environ-
ment and the public health. Through
extensive scientific and economic
research, EDF identifies and develops
solutions to environmental problems.
EDF currently concentrates on four
areas of concern: energy, toxics, water
resources and wildlife.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In response to an EDF legal action
under Proposition 65, the Safe Drinking
Water and Toxics Enforcement Act of
1986, the Gillette Company recently
agreed to remove cancer-causing
trichloroethylene (TCE) and other toxic
chemicals from its product "Liquid
Paper." Proposition 65 requires any
business exposing people to chemicals
that cause cancer or birth defects to give
advance warning. EDF attorney David
Roe said the white-out correction fluid
contained 50% TCE which evaporated
during use, causing the user to breathe
the fumes. Gillette signed a legally-
binding settlement three weeks after
EDF and other environmental groups
filed advance notice of a lawsuit.
Although the law requires only that
Gillette place cancer warnings on its
TCE-containing products, the company
chose instead to reformulate all of its
correction fluid products using a water
base instead of TCE. Gillette paid
$275,000 in fines, printed newspaper
ads warning customers of health risks,
and offered a program for customers to
return the TCE products and receive the
nontoxic products in exchange. Roe
emphasized that Attorney General John
Van de Kamp played a key role in every
step of the process. "Van de Kamp's
leadership made thi5 fast action possi-
ble," Roe said.
Executive Director Fred Krupp
recently outlined EDF's top nine priority
issues for the 1990s-the "Decade of
the Environment": (1) greenhouse effect
(global warming); (2) wildlife and habi-
tats; (3) acid rain; (4) tropical rain
forests; (5) ozone depletion; (6) clean
water; (7) toxic chemicals; (8)
Antarctica; and (9) recycling. Krupp
said EDF members and friends con-
tributed $12.9 million during
1989-nearly four times the level of
support of four years ago.
In March, EDF released a study
showing that an estimated 60% of the
children in the Los Angeles/Long Beach
region have lead levels in their blood
which can impair learning. The report
relied on data from the U.S. Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry,
which were based on numbers of chil-
dren from six months to five years old
and living in older buildings where lead-
based paint is found. According to EDF,
lead poisoning is the single most pre-
ventable disease of environmental origin
in the United States. Over three million
children in the United States currently
have toxic-range lead levels in their
blood. At least one-third of the children
in San Diego, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, and Santa Barbara counties
are estimated to have lead levels of
more than ten micrograms per deciliter
of blood, an amount that can reduce by
four to seven points a child's perfor-
mance on IQ tests. Children are exposed
to lead through household dust contami-
nated by peeling or flaking lead-based
paint.
At recent congressional hearings,
EDF proposed creation of a $1.5 billion
per year trust fund for removal of lead-
based paint from housing. Funds would
be derived from a tax on the production
and importation of lead products.
In EDF's Winter 1990 newsletter,
EDF biochemist Dr. Richard Denison
said that despite the current fascination
with trying to make plastics disappear,
"degradable" plastics are the wrong
answer. Supermarkets now offer
"biodegradable" plastic bags to shoppers
at the check-out stand, but the environ-
mental benefits of the new cornstarch-
laced plastics are either nonexistent or
not yet demonstrated. Indeed, according
to Dr. Denison, serious questions remain
about the ability of biodegradable plas-
tics to solve any of the real problems
posed by plastics, whether as litter, solid
waste, as a threat to wildlife through
entanglement or ingestion, or as a waste
of nonrenewable resources.
Most plastics end up in landfills
where they are unlikely to either biode-
grade (from bacterial action) or pho-
todegrade (from ultraviolet light).
Denison said the term "degradable" is a
misnomer since it is not the plastic that
breaks down, but the cornstarch or other
vegetable material additives. What is
left behind is a less visible but more
dangerous "plastic dust." In addition,
the manufacture of these plastic bags
requires the use of toxic additives such
as lead, cadmium pigments, and stabiliz-
ers. These substances could pose far
greater risks to our health and environ-
ment if the plastic "degrades" and
releases them. According to Dr.
Denison, degradable plastics also threat-
en to derail the most promising solutions
to managing plastic waste-reduction
and recycling. Some curbside collection
programs are accepting certain plastics
which can be melted and reused. But
contamination of these plastics by mix-
ing in "degradable" plastics can cause
problems with manufacture of durable
goods such as plastic lumber.
Widespread introduction of degradable
plastics may actually increase plastics
use and even littering. Denison said
degradable plastics will only undermine
recycling efforts by increasing technical
and attitudinal barriers.
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FUND FOR ANIMALS
Fort Mason Center, Bldg. C
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 474-4020
Founded in 1967, the Fund works for
wildlife conservation and to combat cru-
elty to animals locally, nationally, and
internationally. Its motto is "we speak
for those who can't." The Fund's activi-
ties include legislation, litigation, educa-
tion, and confrontation. Its New York
founder, Cleveland Amory, still serves
without salary as president and chief
executive officer.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The Fund recently reported that the
state Fish and Game Commission (FGC)
has issued a permit for an alligator farm
to be built in Barstow. The Fund is
opposed to alligator importation, factory
farming, or slaughter for meat or hides,
and is calling for legislation to prohibit
the industry from gaining a foothold in
California. The Fund argues that FGC's
first responsibility is to California
wildlife, and that alligators are of no
benefit to the state's wildlife. The Fund
points out that the Little Hoover
Commission's recent report on FGC and
the Department of Fish and Game found
that the Department cannot and does not
provide the required level of monitor-
ing, enforcement, expertise, and
research consistent with the require-
ments of its mandate. (See supra FEA-
TURE ARTICLE; see also CRLR Vol.
10, No. 1 (Winter 1990) pp. 39-41 for a
summary of the Little Hoover
Commission's report.) The Fund main-
tains that it would be too expensive for
the Department to oversee alligator
farming. Alligator products are present-
ly illegal in California, and the Fund
opposes any weakening of that prohibi-
tion. The Fund has asked its members
and supporters to write to FGC and to
Senator Barry Keene to oppose the alli-
gator farm permit.
Fund for Animals has taken a support
position on the following bills this
spring:
-AB 2461 (O'Connell), which would
ban the "draize" eye irritancy and skin
irritancy test on animals in California
for cosmetic and household products;
-AB 2866 (Tanner), which would
prohibit the outdoor release of ten or
more helium-filled balloons. Balloons
are nonbiodegradable and a hazard to
land and marine wildlife when ingested;
-SB 1110 (Marks), which would ban
veal calf crates as cruel confinement,
and provide that veal calves must at
least be able to lie down, turn around,
and move comfortably while awaiting
slaughter; and
-SB 2176 (Hart), which would
require the Department of Fish and
Game to conduct a detailed study on the
black bear population, due to the many
problems of the bears such as poaching,
drought, and habitat loss.
The Fund opposed AB 2893
(Harvey), which would have added
ostriches to the list of animals consid-
ered as food products for human con-
sumption, thus exempting ostrich meat
from sales tax. The Fund contended that
ostriches are wild animals, and ostrich
meat sales and farming should not be
permitted. AB 2893 was defeated in the
Assembly Committee on Revenue and
Taxation on April 23. The Fund also
opposes AB 3617 (Kelley), which
would remove alligators from the list of
animal products not allowed in
California. The Fund says this bill is for
the benefit of one proposed alligator
farm.
Fund for Animals and more than a
dozen other animal protection groups
have joined to form the Wildlife Refuge
Reform Coalition unified behind a sin-
gle federal bill, the Refuge Wildlife
Protection Act (H.R. 1693, Greene, R-
New York). The bill would prohibit
hunting and trapping in national wildlife
refuges. The Fund says that many
national wildlife refuges have become
sanctuaries for hunters and trappers
rather than for wild animals. The U.S.
Department of the Interior has opened
256 refuges (more than half the federal
refuges) to some form of hunting and
trapping. Hunters and trappers have paid
for less than 3% of refuge lands and
comprise less than 3% of total refuge
visitors-yet hunters kill in excess of
500,000 wild animals with guns and
traps in these refuges each year.
According to the Fund, federal wildlife
refuges were originally established as
"inviolable sanctuaries" for wildlife.
H.R. 1693 has over fifty cosponsors; the
Coalition is seeking to gain 100 cospon-




San Francisco, CA 94142-1698
(415) 777-0220
Created in 1981, the League for
Coastal Protection (LCP) is a coalition
of citizen organizations and individuals
working to preserve California's coast.
It is the only statewide organization con-
centrating all its efforts on protecting the
coast. The League maintains a constant
presence in Sacramento and monitors
Coastal Commission hearings.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The February/March edition of
LCP's Coastlines newsletter reported
that the intrigue over recent replace-
ments of two Coastal Commissioners
and the selection of a new chair have
probably left the panel as gridlocked and
confused as it was before the recent
storm of controversy. A complicated
series of events began last fall when
four of the Commission's twelve mem-
bers, including Commission Chair
Michael Wornum, announced their
intention to leave the panel. These open-
ings led to intense political lobbying by
both pro-development and environmen-
talist forces, in an attempt to wrest con-
trol of the majority, or at least the chair-
ship. (See CRLR Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter
1990) pp. 29-30 for background infor-
mation.)
First, pro-development commissioner
David Malcolm launched an attempt to
win the chairship while the Commission
was still short one member, making for a
pro-development majority. In an attempt
to derail the possibility of Malcolm
becoming chair, environmentalists
began a lobbying effort asking
Democratic Assemblymembers to
request that Speaker Willie Brown Jr.
immediately replace resigned commis-
sioner Charles Warren with his alternate,
Victor Calvo. Twenty-three lower house
legislators signed a letter to that effect,
moving Brown to tell a news reporter
that environmentalists should back off
their heavy pressure.
In a meeting with environmentalists,
Brown assured them he would appoint a
commissioner with the same concerns as
Charles Warren. He then appointed
African-American Thomas Gwyn, who
is virtually unknown to coastal activists.
Gwyn, a former chief consultant to the
Assembly Health Committee, was
appointed two days after the Senate
Rules Committee appointed Marin
County Supervisor Gary Giaccomini to
replace former Chair Wornum. Based on
his record, environmentalists believe
Giaccomini will be a coastal
protection proponent. However, the
Commission-in a bizarre move on
February 13-elected Gwyn as its new
chair in the first hour of the first
Commission meeting he attended.
Coastlines said Gwyn is somewhat
known by San Francisco environmental-
ists; he is a board member of the Friends
of the Urban Forest and a Sierra Club
member. However, Gwyn's election is
cause for concern for environmentalists,
since six pro-development commission-
ers and his own vote elected him in a
move widely viewed as engineered.
Coastal protection advocates plan to
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meet with Gwyn and watch his perfor-
mance closely.
LCP board member Ann Notthoff
recently prepared a new analysis of
Coastal Commission votes for the
Natural Resources Defense Council,
which she said reveals a lack of
Commission vision and direction. The
analysis is based on a selective sampling
of votes by commissioners in the last
two years. It shows that one-half of the
twelve commissioners voted in favor of
coastal development interests 72% of
the time, while the other half cast a
majority of their votes in support of
coastal protection. Conservation-minded
commissioners prevailed in 60% of the
decisions. Further, one-third of the pro-
environmental actions were decided by'
a single vote.
Notthoff's report revealed that, while
Assembly Speaker Brown earned a
100% environmental voting record for
his Assembly votes from the California
League of Conservation Voters, two of
his four Commission appointees-Mark
Nathanson and David Malcolm-voted
for coastal protection only 27% and
28% of the time, respectively. The
Governor's four appointees earned a
combined score of only 15%, reflecting
Deukmejian's own hostility to coastal
protection. Commissioner Robert
Franco won the top pro-coastal protec-
tion score of 92%. Notthoff concluded,
"All three of the major announced can-
didates for governor should begin now
to define a workable plan to reform the
Commission budget, structure, and
function. Revitalizing the state coastal
program must be a top priority for the
next governor if California's precious
coastal resources are to be preserved."
As CRLR went to press, environ-
mentalists were still awaiting the White
House's decision on continued oil
exploration and drilling off the
California coast. (See CRLR Vol. 10,
No. 1 (Winter 1990) p. 30 for back-
ground information.) While many spec-
ulate that the President will wait until
after the November 1990 California
gubernatorial election to announce his
plans, White House officials have been
hinting to the news media that President
Bush is likely to allow new drilling in
some coastal areas. In his 1988 presi-
dential campaign, Bush promised that
he would not allow drilling in "environ-
mentally sensitive" areas. In an early
April statement to newspaper publish-
ers, Bush said, "It has been proved in
my part of the country [Texas] that off-
shore drilling can be done compatibly
with sound environmental practice."
Meanwhile, on April 11, Secretary of
the Interior Manuel Lujan, after visiting
Alaskan waters devastated by last year's
Exxon Valdez oil spill, said the time has
come to resume offshore oil drilling,
which as been suspended by the Bush
administration since early 1989. Lujan
said the moratorium on drilling off
California, Florida, and Alaska should
be ended, and he predicted approval of a
controversial oil drilling plan for
Alaska's pristine Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge.
In late April, the Interior Department
proposed a new policy that will restrict
the total offshore area available for oil
leasing, but still allow drilling in some
areas now excluded from any oil leas-
ing. The Bush administration hopes the
plan will persuade Congress to lift its
funding ban on leasing activities.
Interior officials said they expect the
President to approve the proposal. Some
environmentalists called the plan a pub-
lic relations ploy, saying the policy will
not protect offshore waters from drilling
activities which threaten marine life and
local economies dependent on commer-
cial fishing. The Interior Department
proposal seeks to soften the opposition
to drilling by sharing revenues from oil
leasing with local communities.
NATURAL RESOURCES
DEFENSE COUNCIL
90 New Montgomery St., Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-0220
The Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) is a nonprofit environ-
mental advocacy organization with a
nationwide membership of more than
125,000 individuals, more than 38,000
of whom reside in California. Since
1972, NRDC's western office in San
Francisco has been active on a wide
range of California, western, and nation-
al environmental issues. Most of that
work is now grouped under five subject-
matter headings: public lands, coastal
resources, pesticides, energy, and water
supply. In these areas, NRDC lawyers
and scientists work on behalf of under-
represented environmental quality inter-
ests before numerous state and federal
forums. Public health concerns are
increasingly a priority, in addition to
conservation of nonrenewable resources
and ecosystem preservation.
NRDC has been active in developing
energy conservation alternatives to new
power plants and offshore oil drilling,
and resource-conserving land use poli-
cies in California's coastal counties and
federally-managed lands. Notable recent
achievements claimed by NRDC include
leadership of coalitions which have
developed broadly-supported federal
legislative initiatives on pesticide regu-
lation and efficiency standards for
household appliances.
Agricultural water supply and
drainage issues are taking on growing
importance with NRDC, including the
widely-publicized contamination of the
Kesterson Wildlife Refuge and the
broader policy issues underlying that
crisis. In California, NRDC appears fre-
quently before the Coastal Commission,
Energy Commission, and Public
Utilities Commission. NRDC headquar-
ters is in New York City, with branch
offices in Washington, D.C., San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and Honolulu.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In the spring issue of NRDC's
Newsline newsletter, Executive Director
John Adams said the Exxon Valdez oil
spill of one year ago has spread to over
30,000 square miles of ocean and con-
taminated more than 1,200 miles of
shoreline-killing an estimated hun-
dreds of thousands of birds and 1,000
sea otters. Adams said Exxon has passed
on much of the clean-up costs to the
communities of southern Alaska and the
American public. "Oil companies have
gotten away with passing along the real
costs of oil development for too long,"
Adams emphasized. "Unless they are
forced to meet these costs themselves,
we can never expect real environmental
reform of the oil industry." Adams said
NRDC is continuing its efforts in court
to make Exxon pay for the damages, and
will escalate its campaign to keep oil
development out of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge and Alaska's pristine
Bristol Bay.
In January, NRDC and several
California consumer groups and utility
companies and regulators released An
Energy Efficiency Blueprint for
California, which is aimed at reestab-
lishing the leadership of the state and its
utilities in promoting energy efficiency
and conservation. NRDC's research
associate Chris Calwell had earlier doc-
umented drastic cutbacks in the utilities'
energy efficiency programs and staffing.
The new report is endorsed by a broad
range of consumer and environmental
groups, the utility industry, and state
utility regulators. The proposal envi-
sions energy efficiency investments in
excess of $560 million over the next two
years, with the 1991 target of $300 mil-
lion representing a 96% increase over
levels recorded in 1988. A projected
energy savings of $1.1 billion would be
a three-fold increase over last year's lev-
els. The blueprint includes programs for
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energy savings for the four major state
utilities which together serve over twen-
ty million people. One recommendation,
which must be approved by the state
Public Utilities Commission, is a mea-
sure tying a portion of utilities' profits
to their success in delivering large vol-
umes of cost-effective energy efficiency
improvements.
NRDC's ten-year campaign against
the federal government's plans to devel-
op and use high-powered lasers to pro-
duce plutonium for nuclear warheads
finally succeeded in January when the
White House budget entirely cancelled
the Special Isotope Separation (SIS)
plutonium plant in Idaho. An NRDC-
convened SIS Technical Review Board
demonstrated that the proposed multi-
billion dollar plutonium facility was not
only potentially unsafe, but unnecessary
in light of ample supplies of plutonium.
NRDC lobbying helped convince
Congress to cut funding for the project
in 1988 and 1989. (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. 4 (Fall 1989) p. 23 and Vol. 9, No. 2
(Spring 1989) p. 31 for background
information.) NRDC believes the victo-
ry helps lay the groundwork for a future
U.S.-Soviet agreement to halt plutonium
production completely.
Also in January, the Department of
Energy (DOE) agreed, in the wake of
NRDC litigation, to undertake an
unprecedented public analysis of the
entire U.S. nuclear weapons production
program. (See CRLR Vol. 10, No. I
(Winter 1990) p. 31 for background
information.) DOE will prepare two
environmental impact statements on
nuclear weapons modernization and on
the clean-up of the whole nuclear
weapons production complex-which
could cost well over $150 billion. The
analysis will address the cumulative
environmental impacts of U.S. nuclear
weapons production activities and con-
sider all reasonable alternatives for
meeting the nation's nuclear weapons
needs, especially in light of improving
relations with the Soviet Union. Public
hearings will be held at every weapons
plant in the country, giving citizens their
first-ever opportunity to comment for-
mally and comprehensively on the
weapons program.
The May/June edition of NRDC's
Newsline reported that only active citi-
zen involvement will succeed in forcing
the passage of a strong new Clean Air
Act in 1990. The Senate passed a
severely weakened version in early
spring. A substantially better House ver-
sion was approved on May 23, but was
nevertheless diluted by heavy auto and
utility industry lobbying. (See CRLR
Vol. 10, No. I (Winter 1990) p. 30; see
supra report on CalPIRG for related
information.) A House-Senate confer-
ence committee must now iron out the
significant differences between the two
versions. A report from that committee
is not expected until late August.
Newsline noted that "...though the
[House] bill makes major strides in
combatting acid rain, air toxics and
urban smog, it has been greatly compro-
mised to accommodate special interests.
Deadlines were extended, standards
weakened, and goals scaled back." The
Leland-Molinari Bill on air toxics was
watered down, as was the Sikorski-
Conte bill on acid rain. The Waxman-
Lewis amendment on nonattainment
was approved although weakened. The
Stratospheric Ozone Protection amend-
ment (H.R. 2699-Bates) passed, which
will phase out chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) and stimulate development of
more benign alternative chemicals to
replace CFCs. NRDC urged its members
to contact federal elected officials, call-
ing on them to support strengthening
amendments in the House-Senate con-
ference committee on ozone depletion,
air toxics, cleaning up automobile smog
in major urban areas, and reducing acid
rain. Citizens should insist that represen-
tatives fend off weakening provisions
involving permits, enforcement, and cit-
izen lawsuits.
In late May, along with CaIPIRG, the
Environmental Health Coalition, and the
San Diego Audubon Society, NRDC
joined the Center for Public Interest
Law in an amici curiae brief challenging
the California Department of Food and
Agriculture's (CDFA) aerial malathion
spraying over the city of El Cajon, a
suburb of San Diego. The brief charged
that CDFA violated the California
Endangered Species Act and that the
CDFA Director failed to comply with
state law requiring him to make speci-
fied factual findings in reaching a deci-
sion to commence aerial malathion
spraying. Following a three-day trial,
however, a San Diego Superior Court
judge deferred to CDFA and permitted it
to continue the aerial spraying.
PACIFIC LEGAL FOUNDATION
2700 Gateway Oaks Dr., Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 641-8888
The Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF)
is a public interest law firm which sup-
ports free enterprise, private property
rights, and individual freedom. PLF
devotes most of its resources to litiga-
tion, presently participating in 96 cases
in state and federal courts.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In its spring In Perspective newslet-
ter, PLF reported that staff attorney
Anthony Caso presented oral argument
before the U.S. Supreme Court in Keller
v. State Bar of California, No. 88-1905.
In the case, PLF represents 21 conserva-
tive California attorneys who challenge
the use of mandatory State Bar dues for
political activities. Caso argued that the
use of compelled fees for political or
ideological purposes violates the dis-
senting individuals' first amendment
rights of freedom of speech and associa-
tion. In early 1989, the California
Supreme Court prohibited the Bar from
financing election campaigns, but nar-
rowly upheld the group's right to lobby
on a wide range of issues before the
legislature and to take positions on bal-
lot propositions, regardless of whether
members agree. PLF petitioned the U.S.
Supreme Court for review of the consti-
tutionality of that decision. (See CRLR
Vol. 10, No. I (Winter 1990) p. 155 and
Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall 1989) pp. 23 and 138
for complete background information on
the Keller case.)
In a unanimous ruling released June
4, the Court reversed the state high
court's decision, holding that the Bar
may not use compelled dues to support
Bar activities that are political or ideo-
logical in nature. Chief Justice
Rehnquist, who authored the opinion for
the court, likened the integrated State
Bar to a union rather than a state agency,
and followed Supreme Court precedent
which limits the power of unions to
spend dues money for public issue lob-
bying.
PLF is participating as amicus curiae
in Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of
Supervisors, an environmental case now
pending before the state Supreme Court
which PLF says will seriously affect
long-term land use planning in
California. Citizens of Goleta Valley, a
slow-growth group, managed to block
construction of a 400-room resort hotel
planned for Santa Barbara. In 1988, the
Second District Court of Appeal stopped
the project, declaring the environmental
impact report (EIR) prepared pursuant
to the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) inadequate because it
failed to consider the feasibility of alter-
native sites for the project, 197 Cal.
App. 3d 1167 (1988). That decision was
affirmed on rehearing, 216 Cal. App. 3d
48 (1989).
As amicus, PLF successfully urged
the state Supreme Court to review the
case, contending that the lower court
changed its environmental standards and
that the EIR guidelines are contrary to
law and create uncertainties for land use
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planners throughout the state. PLF
claims that if allowed to stand, the deci-
sion would justify universal court chal-
lenges to all EIRs upon the assertion
that alternative sites exist. The
California Supreme Court granted
review on March 22.
PLANNING AND
CONSERVATION LEAGUE
909 12th St., Suite 203
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-8726
The Planning and Conservation
League (PCL) is a nonprofit statewide
alliance of several thousand citizens and
more than 120 conservation organiza-
tions devoted to promoting sound envi-
ronmental legislation in California.
Located in Sacramento, PCL actively
lobbies for legislation to preserve
California's coast; to prevent dumping
of toxic wastes into air, water, and land;
to preserve wild and scenic rivers; and to
protect open space and agricultural land.
PCL is the oldest environmental lob-
bying group in the state. Founded in
1965 by a group of citizens concerned
about uncontrolled development
throughout the state, PCL has fought for
two decades to develop a body of
resource-protective environmental law
which will keep the state beautiful and
productive.
Since its creation, PCL has been
active in almost every major environ-
mental effort in California and a partici-
pant in the passage of several pieces of
significant legislation, including the
California Environmental Quality Act,
the Coastal Protection Law, the act cre-
ating the Bay Conservation and
Development Commission, the Lake
Tahoe Compact Act, the Energy
Commission Act, the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, and laws which enhance the
quality of urban environments.
PCL is supported by individual and
group membership fees, with a current
membership of more than 9,500 individ-
uals. PCL established its nonprofit, tax-
deductible PCL Foundation in 1971,
which is supported by donations from
individuals, other foundations, and gov-
ernment grants. The Foundation special-
izes in research and public education
programs on a variety of natural
resource issues. It has undertaken sever-
al major projects, including studies of
the California coast, water quality, river
recreation industries, energy pricing,
land use, the state's environmental bud-
get, and implementation of environmen-
tal policies.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
PCL's March 1990 California Today
newsletter reported that its seventh
Environmental Legislative Symposium
on February 3-4 in Sacramento was the
most successful ever, with over 300 peo-
ple attending. All three major guberna-
torial candidates made strong environ-
mental protection statements at the gath-
ering. PCL presented the Marin
Conservation League with the David
Gaines Award, which goes to a local
group with a long record of environmen-
tal work. David Gaines, who died in an
auto accident in 1988, was the founder
of the Mono Lake Committee.
Assemblymember Phil Isenberg (D-
Sacramento) was presented with PCL's
1989 Legislator of the Year Award at the
symposium. Isenberg was recognized
for authoring AB 444, making $60 mil-
lion available for preservation of Mono
Lake, which PCL called the greatest
breakthrough yet in the battle to pre-
serve the high desert lake. Isenberg was
also recognized for his long and effec-
tive leadership in preserving the San
Francisco Bay and Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta from water diversion.
PCL called Isenberg one of the brightest
members of the legislature.
The Mountain Lion Preservation
Foundation, which is working with PCL
to protect the state's cougars, reported
that California has lost over 4.8 million
acres of wildlife habitat over the past 45
years. If steps are not taken to curtail the
loss of natural lands, scientists predict
that more than 880 plant and animal
species in the state could become extinct
in the next twenty years. PCL was the
main backer of Proposition 117, the
California Wildlife Protection Act,
which was successful on the June ballot.
(See CRLR Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter
1990) p. 32 and Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall 1989)
p. 24 for background information on
Proposition 117.)
The Clean Air and Rail Transpor-
tation Bond Act (Proposition 116), the
other initiative sponsored by PCL, was
also victorious on the June ballot. (See
CRLR Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter 1990) p.
32 for background information.)
PUBLIC ADVOCATES
1535 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-7430
Public Advocates (PA) is a nonprofit
public interest law firm concentrating on
the areas of education, employment,
health, housing, and consumer affairs.
PA is committed to providing legal rep-
resentation to the poor, racial minorities,
the elderly, women, and other legally
underrepresented groups. Since its
founding in 1971, PA has filed over 100
class action suits and represented more
than 70 organizations, including the
NAACP, the League of United Latin
American Citizens, the National
Organization for Women, and the Gray
Panthers.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In February, Health Access-the
statewide health advocacy coalition of
which PA is a leading member-criti-
cized the Deukmejian administration's
health insurance proposal for failing to
estimate the true costs of the program.
Under the Governor's plan, which was
circulated in draft form in February, all
businesses would be required to provide
health coverage for employees and their
families. Employers would be required
to cover at least 75% of the cost for
employees' coverage and 50% of the
cost for coverage of dependents. The
remainder would be paid by employees.
According to Health Access, the
Deukmejian proposal assumes no new
state resources will be required, but
Health Access said the real price tag is
between $5-$6.5 billion. Even then,
more than 1.2 million of the 4.6 million
currently-uninsured Californians would
not be covered. Health Access' critique
also claimed that the administration's
proposed two-tiered system of malprac-
tice liability would create a lower stan-
dard of care for poor people than for
other patients.
Subsequently, on May 3, Senator
Nicholas Petris introduced SB 2868, a
universal health care bill cosponsored
by Health Access, Consumers Union,
Public Advocates, California Rural
Legal Assistance Foundation, and the
Western Center on Law and Poverty.
The bill would cover all of the unin-
sured, including the unemployed, home-
less, elderly, and students. The new
insurance program-funded primarily
by new taxes on employers, employees,
funds from the Proposition 99 tobacco
tax surcharge, and a sales tax increase of
up to 1%-would be administered by
a newly-created twelve-member Cali-
fornia Health Care Commission which
would set rates for medical fees, estab-
lish patient eligibility criteria and premi-
um rates, and reimburse health services
providers. The plan would cover com-
prehensive medical, long-term care,
mental health, and dental services. At
this writing, SB 2868 is pending in the
Senate Appropriations Committee.
In March, PA Director Robert
Gnaizda, representing a coalition of
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low-income and minority groups, urged
the Department of Insurance to support
legislation broadening the powers of the
Insurance Commissioner. "I urge [the
Department] to investigate and compile
data on the large legal and expert fees
being paid by insurance companies to
frustrate consumers," Gnaizda said. "We
believe the figure to be more than $50
million." He proposed legislation that
would give the Commissioner power to
bar rate increases and freeze salaries of
executives of companies found in viola-
tion of Proposition 103. He also sug-
gested that the Commissioner be autho-
rized to bar a company from doing busi-
ness in California for five years if it vio-
lates the measure.
In early April, Gnaizda hailed
announcements by Insurance Commis-
sioner Roxani Gillespie, who said she
would seek a court injunction to prevent
governors of the state-controlled
California Automobile Assigned Risk
Plan (CAARP) from refusing to offer
"good driver" policies to thousands of
drivers who are unable to purchase
insurance at reasonable rates. Gillespie
also said she wants to institute a plan to
allow a two-tiered assigned risk plan,
offering drivers with family incomes of
$26,000 or less the option to purchase
mandatory liability coverage for $700
per year.
In the May 1990 edition of
California Lawyer, PA's Gnaizda called
for a state sales tax on attorneys' fees to
help finance legal aid projects. He said
federal resources are scarce to meet the
legal aid crisis, and most law firms are
either ill-equipped or unwilling to per-
form the kind of pro bono work neces-
sary to help the poor with their legal
problems. He called on the legal profes-
sion to support a sales tax on their ser-
vices, with revenues dedicated to
improve justice for the needy. "I recom-
mend a 6% tax on billings at law firms
whose annual revenues exceed $10 mil-
lion. Such a tax, created either by legis-
lation or voter initiative, could generate
up to $300 million per year-an amount
ten times grater than the current federal
budget for indigent legal services in
California," Gnaizda wrote.
He said that level of funding would
allow legal aid programs to serve virtu-
ally all poor clients, instead of the 20%
of eligible clients served presently. He
suggested the mechanism for dispensing
the tax funds should be the State Bar's
Legal Services Trust Fund. Gnaizda
stated the one-third of the lawyer tax
revenues might be used to establish
training programs for legal technicians,
who could provide less expensive alter-
natives to attorneys in resolving cases
involving landlord-tenant disputes,
domestic relations, welfare benefits, and
immigration problems. Another portion
of the funds raised could be used to
finance complex class-action suits
against banks, insurance companies, and
other large institutional defendants, han-
dled by private counsel, that seek to
benefit the public at large.
In summary, Gnaizda wrote, "A
decade of public opinion polls has
shown what little regard most
Americans have for the legal profession.
We are now in a position to enhance our
profession's tarnished reputation by sup-
porting a plan to aid all legal consumers.
By doing so, we can all play a valuable
role in ensuring that access to justice is




San Francisco, CA 94102-4978
(415) 565-4695
The Public Interest Clearinghouse
(PIC) is a resource and coordination
center for public interest law and
statewide legal services. PIC is partially
sponsored by four northern California
law schools: Hastings School of Law,
University of Santa Clara School of
Law, Golden Gate School of Law, and
University of California at Davis School
of Law. The Clearinghouse is also fund-
ed by the California Legal Services
Trust Fund and a subgrant from the
Legal Services Corporation.
Through the Legal Services
Coordination Project, PIC serves as a
general resource center for all legal ser-
vices programs in California and other
states in the Pacific region. Services
include information on funding sources
and regulations, administrative materi-
als, and coordination of training pro-
grams.
PIC's Public Interest Users Group
(PUG) addresses the needs of computer
users in the public interest legal commu-
nity. Members include legal services
programs in the western region of the
United States, State Bar Trust Fund
recipients, and other professionals in
various stages of computerization. PUG
coordinates training events and user
group meetings, and serves as a clear-
inghouse for information shared by pub-
lic interest attorneys.
PIC's biweekly "Public Interest
Employment Report" lists positions for
a variety of national, state, and local
public interest organizations, including
openings for attorneys, administrators,
paralegals, and fundraisers. There is no
charge for listing jobs in the employ-
ment report. A job resource library at
PIC's office is available to employment
report subscribers and to the general
public.
PIC's public interest law program at
the four sponsoring law schools helps
prepare students to be effective advo-
cates for the poor and other disadvan-
taged members of society. A project
known as "PALS"-the Public
Interest Attorney-Law Student Liaison
Program-matches interested law stu-
dents with practitioners in the field for
informal discussions about the practice
of law.
PIC's Academic Project promotes
and facilitates the interaction of law
school faculty and legal services attor-
neys in furtherance of law in the public
interest. Faculty members assist practic-
ing attorneys with legal services cases,
and staff attorneys help faculty with
research and course materials.
PIC publishes the Directory of Bay
Area Public Interest Organizations,
which lists over 600 groups and infor-
mation on their services and fees. PIC
also publishes the Directory of Public
Interest Law Firms in Fifteen Northern
California Counties, which lists over
150 for-profit law firms which devote a
substantial portion of their legal work to
the public interest.
PIC publishes the Public Interest
Advocate, a newsletter of its public
interest law program. The newsletter
prints information on part-time and
summer positions available to law stu-
dents. It is published August through
April for law students in northern
California. Listings are free and must be
received by the tenth of the month.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On March 8, PIC Executive Director
Mary Viviano announced that PIC's
Public Interest Computer Project
Coordinator David Goldsmith has been
honored as California's outstanding
legal services staff member of the year
by the Legal Assistance Association of
California (LAAC), for his role in
developing a legal services telecommu-
nication system (LegalAid/Net), and
helping countless legal services staffers
deal with technology. Goldsmith was
presented with the award on March 9 at
LAAC's Annual Award Luncheon in
Oakland, held as part of the Pro Bono
Conference sponsored by the State Bar
of California.
PIC recently reported that, since its
inception last year, its Technical
Assistance Project (TAP) has helped
more than a dozen Bay Area legal aid
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programs tackle some of their most
pressing computer-related needs by
matching them with skilled volunteer
computer users from the private bar.
(See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p.
27 for background information.) One of
the projects benefiting from TAP assis-
tance is the AIDS Legal Referral Panel
(ALRP), a lawyer referral program
located in San Francisco which provides
comprehensive free and low-cost legal
services to people with AIDS and ARC
(AIDS-related complex). ALRP refers
as many as 200 clients per month to
about 400 volunteer attorneys, and
expects its clientele to triple by 1993.
TAP located an area computer dealer
who agreed to upgrade ALRP's system
at no charge, and further assisted ALRP
in securing a grant from the Hewlett-
Packard Corporation for new system
components.
In the Winter 1990 edition of Public
Interest Computer News, PIC initiated a
new section called "Hands-On
HandsNet," which describes the legal
services computer network's features
and capabilities and how to use them.
(See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall 1989) p.
25 for background information.) The
section will reveal shortcuts and demon-
strate examples of ways in which
HandsNet has heightened productivity
and resource sharing among advocates
who provide legal services to the poor.
PIC's January/February Legal
Services Bulletin reported that a
"Connect Kit" had been completed to
help new legal services employees and
board members become acquainted with
the legal services community. The kit
contains background on the history of
legal services, a summary of services
available from support centers, contact
names and phone numbers, a list of
acronyms, and other helpful informa-
tion. For more information about the kit,
contact PIC at its San Francisco number
listed above.
Reference resources available at PIC
include the National Referral Directory
1989-90, published by the National
Lawyers Guild, which provides infor-
mation on Guild membership nationally
and specifies the type of cases handled
by each listed member. The National
Association for Public Interest Law's
(NAPIL) Directory of Public Interest
Legal Internships, 1989-90 provides
information on over 150 organizations
around the country which hire law stu-
dents for summer and clerical work.
NAPIL also publishes the Loan
Repayment Assistance Program Report,
documenting assistance programs
nationwide. The report is essential for
loan forgiveness advocates. Also avail-
able is NAPIL's Fellowships Guide,
which lists nearly 300 openings for one-
or two-year fellowships with public
interest organizations, and its Action
Manual for Loan Repayment Assistance
on how to advocate for and establish a
law school loan repayment assistance
program (LRAP).
PIC has long been active in encour-
aging LRAPs, which provide funds for
indebted law school graduates who
work in lower-paying public interest
jobs. For two years, PIC has coordinated
the Northern California Loan
Forgiveness Council, an ad hoc group of
representatives of northern California
law schools and programs which is
working to establish LRAPs in
California. In the March/April 1990
issue of Legal Services Bulletin, PIC
reports that a similar group is beginning
in southern California. For more infor-
mation on LRAPs, contact Jody Lerner
at PIC's San Francisco office.
SIERRA CLUB
Legislative Office
1014 Ninth St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-6906
The Sierra Club has 185,000 mem-
bers in California and over 530,000
members nationally, and works actively
on environmental and natural resource
protection issues. The Club is directed
by volunteer activists.
In California, Sierra Club has thir-
teen chapters, some with staffed offices.
Sierra Club maintains a legislative office
in Sacramento to lobby on numerous
state issues, including toxics and pesti-
cides, air and water quality, parks,
forests, land use, energy, coastal protec-
tion, water development, and wildlife. In
addition to lobbying the state legislature,
the Club monitors the activities of sever-
al state agencies: the Air Resources
Board, Coastal Commission, Depart-
ment of Health Services, Parks
Department, and Resources Agency.
The Sacramento office publishes a
newsletter, Legislative Agenda, approxi-
mately fifteen times per year. The Sierra
Club Committee on Political Education
(SCCOPE) is the Club's political action
committee, which endorses candidates
and organizes volunteer support in elec-
tion campaigns.
The Sierra Club maintains national
headquarters in San Francisco, and oper-
ates a legislative office in Washington,
D.C., and regional offices in several
cities including Oakland and
Los Angeles.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The third and last Congressional field
hearing on Senator Alan Cranston's
Desert Protection Act (S. 11) was held
in Los Angeles on February 10. The
companion bill in the House of
Representatives, H.R. 780, is authored
by Representative Mel Levine (D-Los
Angeles). The daylong event attracted
passionate responses on both sides of
the issue, and nearly 1,000 desert pro-
tection advocates attended sporting
bright yellow shirts and waving yellow
ribbons. The proposed legislation would
create three new national parks and 81
separate wilderness areas in California's
desert areas. Desert protection oppo-
nents were frequently admonished by
the hearing chair, Representative Bruce
Vento, for their boisterous and aggres-
sive behavior.
Witnesses speaking in favor of the
Cranston/Levine bills included Attorney
General John Van de Kamp, Controller
Gray Davis, a Los Angeles City
Councilmember, two Bay Area county
supervisors, and the Mayor of
Rosemead (a former desert race driver).
The scientific community was well rep-
resented, including botanists who sup-
port protection of rare desert plant
species and zoologists concerned with
the dramatic reduction in the numbers of
the rare and threatened desert tortoise.
Senator Pete Wilson is deadset against
the Desert Protection Act; last year he
was responsible for blocking any
progress on the measure in the Senate.
Sierra Club says the Desert Protection
Act continues to be a major environ-
mental issue in the campaign for gover-
nor this year.
The Club's February Legislative
Agenda newsletter included the
California League of Conservation
Voters' (CLCV) "1989 California
Legislators' Voting Records." CLCV is
an environmental political action com-
mittee which makes campaign contribu-
tions to candidates who support environ-
mental protection. Every year, CLCV
calculates the scores from state legisla-
tors' votes on the most significant and
controversial environmental bills and
amendments. The chart does not account
for behind-the-scenes work for or
against bills, or for authorship of good
or bad bills. The most crucial decisions
are usually made at the committee level,
which may include killing good bills by
failing to vote at all on them, or by
shunting them off to a "suspense file"
without ever recording a vote. CLCV
scores are higher in the Senate because
environmental legislation is often
launched in the Assembly and arrives in
the Senate in an already debated and
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compromised form. Consequently,
Senate floor votes are often recorded by
unanimous consent, making it easier for
members to score well.
Senators receiving a 100% score on
the CLCV chart were Gary Hart (D-
Santa Barbara), Barry Keene (D-
Vallejo), Milton Marks (D-San
Francisco), Nicholas Petris (D-
Oakland), Herschel Rosenthal (D-Los
Angeles), and Diane Watson (D-Los
Angeles). Senators with the lowest
scores were Don Rogers (R-
Bakersfield), Ed Royce (R-Anaheim),
Bill Leonard (R-Upland), and former
Senator Larry Stirling (R-San Diego).
Assemblymembers with 100% scores
were Tom Bates (D-Oakland), Bruce
Bronzan (D-Fresno), Willie Brown (D-
San Francisco), John Burton (D-San
Francisco), Bob Campbell (D-
Richmond), Lloyd Connelly (D-
Sacramento), Delaine Eastin (D-
Fremont), Bob Epple (D-Norwalk), Sam
Farr (D-Monterey), Terry Friedman (D-
Los Angeles), Tom Hannigan (D-
Fairfield), Elihu Harris (D-Oakland),
Tom Hayden (D-Santa Monica),
Theresa Hughes (D-Los Angeles),
Richard Katz (D-Los Angeles), Lucy
Killea (D-San Diego), Johan Klehs (D-
San Leandro), Ted Lempert (D-San
Mateo), Burt Margolin (D-Los
Angeles), Gwen Moore (D-Los
Angeles), Jack O'Connell (D-Santa
Barbara), Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-Los
Angeles), Byron Sher (D-Palo Alto),
Jackie Speier (D-San Francisco), Sally
Tanner (D-El Monte), Curtis Tucker, Jr.
(D-Los Angeles), John Vasconcellos (D-
San Jose), and Maxine Waters (D-Los
Angeles).
Assemblymembers with the lowest
CLCV scores were John Lewis (R-
Orange), Dennis Brown (R-Long
Beach), Gil Ferguson (R-Newport
Beach), Ross Johnson (R-La Habra),
and Nolan Frizzelle (R-Huntington
Beach).
During the spring, Sierra Club decid-
ed to remain neutral on Proposition 111,
which was successful on the June ballot.
The measure, placed on the ballot by the
legislature, will allow transit projects to
be funded by an increase in the gasoline
tax. Sierra Club is concerned the propo-
sition will fund numerous environmen-
tally damaging projects based on outdat-
ed and incomplete environmental
impact reports. In addition, only mini-
mal funds have been guaranteed for
mass transit systems.
In March, Sierra Club endorsed the
"Forests Forever" initiative to protect
the remaining redwood forest growth in
California. On May 15, sponsors of the
Forest and Wildlife Protection and Bond
Act of 1990 submitted approximately
800,000 signatures to county registrar of
voters offices. The campaign had barely
seven weeks to collect the signatures
after a late start due to a required rewrite
of the measure. If it qualifies, the mea-
sure will appear on the November bal-
lot. It includes provisions to revamp the
membership of the state Board of
Forestry, restrain redwood clearcutting,
improve forest management, increase
funds for purchase of privately-held old-
growth redwoods, and require timber
companies to help stabilize the timber
economy through domestic processing
(no exports of raw logs) and through
worker benefit programs. For more
information on the Forests Forever cam-




625 Polk St., Suite 403
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 929-8876
Toward Utility Rate Normalization
(TURN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
with approximately 50,000 members
throughout California. About one-third
of its membership resides in southern
California. TURN represents its mem-
bers, comprised of residential and small
business consumers, in electrical, natu-
ral gas, and telephone utility rate pro-
ceedings before the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC), the courts, and fed-
eral regulatory and administrative agen-
cies. The group's staff also provides
technical advice to individual legislators
and legislative committees, occasionally
taking positions on legislation. TURN
has intervened in about 200 proceedings
since its founding in 1973.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In January, TURN announced that
customers of Southern California Edison
(SCE) would save approximately $30
million per year as a result of a PUC
order requiring SCE to return to cus-
tomers its profit on the sale of electricity
to the Sacramento Municipal Utility
District (SMUD). TURN had urged the
Commission to require Edison to credit
the profits to customers, because
ratepayers pay for the equipment and
salaries that enable Edison to generate
the power being sold to SMUD.
TURN's position was that SCE should
not be allowed to profit from its own
failure to inform the PUC about the
SMUD sale during its 1988 general rate
case.
On March 18, TURN opened an
office in Los Angeles to mobilize its
members for a campaign against SCE's
attempted takeover of San Diego Gas
and Electric Company. The merger
would make Edison the largest investor-
owned electric utility in the United
States. "This merger must be stopped,"
said TURN Executive Director Audrie
Krause. "Edison is already too large,
and much too influential on the
California political scene." Krause said
SCE's residential electric rates have
already increased by almost 29% in two
years; TURN also believes the takeover
will result in increased air pollution in
southern California.
TURN is additionally concerned
about more than 1,400 unresolved labor
grievances which have been pending
against SCE since October 1989. The
company has the worst labor relations
record of any regulated utility in the
western United States, according to
TURN. The group's staff is organizing
its members, senior citizens, environ-
mentalists, labor unions, and small busi-
ness customers in the campaign against
the merger. TURN members are encour-
aged to attend PUC public hearings on
the merger in several cities throughout
southern California, and to testify
against the merger. For further informa-
tion, contact Sigrid Hawkes in TURN's
Los Angeles office at (213) 483-TURN.
In April, TURN reported that
Nuclear Regulatory Commission scien-
tific advisors, the U.S. Geological
Survey, and other geoscientists have
indicated that the Diablo Canyon nucle-
ar power station may be subject to much
more severe earthquakes than previously
suspected. Scientists previously thought
the three-mile-distant Hosgri fault was a
"strike-slip" fault, but they now believe
it is a thrust-type fault similar to the
fault that caused the October 1989 Loma
Prieta quake. Thrust-type faults produce
more intense ground motion than strike-
slip faults. The new research suggests
that ground motion near Diablo Canyon
could potentially be 47% stronger than
previously estimated.
According to TURN, the design and
retrofit work at Diablo is barely ade-
quate to withstand a 7.2-magnitude
quake on a strike-slip fault, and geosci-
entists doubt the plant's ability to with-
stand the stronger motion now estimat-
ed. Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) rejects the new seismic
data-because it is concerned about
having to spend millions more for
upgrading the plant, according to
TURN. Under the terms of an agree-
ment with the PUC, PG&E's sharehold-
ers must bear the costs of any further
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retrofits. The company stands to lose
millions in revenue if the plant is shut
down for repairs, since the PUC
ratemaking settlement allows PG&E to
charge its customers only for power pro-
duced. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall
1989) p. 27 and Vol. 9, No. 1 (Winter
1989) p. 26 for background informa-
tion.) "This new scientific evidence
once again supports the conclusion that
Diablo Canyon should never have been
built," said TURN's Audrie Krause.
"The plant should be shut down and the
ratepayers shouldn't be forced to contin-
ue to pay for PG&E's blunders."
The January issue of TURN's
Telecommunications Education Program
(TEP) Inside Line newsletter warns con-
sumers that unauthorized calls can be
made from outside homes and apart-
ments, using the Standard Network
Interface (SNI) box. Under federal
deregulation, the regional telephone
company's responsibility for repairs
ends at the point where the phone line is
connected outside the building.
Customers are now responsible for
inside wiring repairs. SNI boxes now
being installed on the exterior of homes
and apartments have a phone plug or
jack just like the jacks inside homes. If
the SNI box is not locked, anyone desir-
ing to make a call can open the box and
plug in a phone. TEP encourages con-
sumers to make certain the SNI boxes
have locks. Confusion still reigns as to
whether landlords or tenants are respon-
sible for repairing problems with inside
phone wiring in rental premises. Last
year, the legislature attempted to pass a
bill making property owners responsible




4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 128
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 270-7880
Utility Consumers' Action Network
(UCAN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
supported by 52,000 San Diego Gas and
Electric Company (SDG&E) residential
and small business ratepayers. UCAN
focuses upon intervention before the
California Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) on issues which directly impact
San Diego ratepayers. UCAN also
assists individual ratepayers with com-
plaints against SDG&E and offers its
informational resources to San Diegans.
UCAN was founded in 1983 after
receiving permission from the PUC to
place inserts in SDG&E billing packets.
These inserts permitted UCAN to attract
a large membership within one year. The
insert privilege has been suspended as a
result of a United States Supreme Court
decision limiting the content of such
inserts.
UCAN began its advocacy in 1984.
Since then, it has intervened in
SDG&E's 1985 and 1988 General Rate
Cases; 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1989
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause pro-
ceedings; the San Onofre cost overrun
hearings; and SDG&E's holding compa-
ny application. In 1989, UCAN partici-
pated in two rate adjustment proceed-
ings in which SDG&E was granted
increases for energy costs, rate of return,
and inflation. Since the fall of 1988,
UCAN has been challenging the pro-
posed takeover of SDG&E by Southern
California Edison Company (SCE).
MAJOR PROJECTS:
UCAN-whose current goal is the
defeat of SCE's proposed takeover of
SDG&E-is encouraged by recent stud-
ies which support its position. On
February 8, the PUC's Division of
Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) released its
report on the Edison takeover of
SDG&E, with a strong recommendation
against the merger. DRA said ratepayers
are the big losers in the proposed deal,
and advised the Commission to reject
the takeover. On the eve of DRA's deci-
sion, Attorney General John Van de
Kamp announced his opposition to the
merger as well, saying it would be a bad
plan for everyone except SCE. He
warned that he will file suit if necessary
to block the takeover. UCAN Executive
Director Michael Shames concluded that
the PUC report and Van de Kamp's
opposition are a "one-two knockout
punch" to the merger.
The DRA study took thirteen months
and cost $2 million, and is the most
objective and expert analysis performed
to date on the proposed consolidation of
the two utilities, according to a recent
UCAN Watchdog newsletter. The report
reveals that SCE's claims of cost sav-
ings are wildly inflated, competition will
be stifled, abuses by Edison's unregulat-
ed subsidiaries will increase, and air
pollution in southern California will be
exacerbated if the merger is approved.
DRA ominously warned that "it is
impossible to guarantee permanent sav-
ings" if the takeover goes through; in
fact, after 1994 it is possible a merger
would result in higher costs and higher
rates, according to DRA. The 2,000-
page report urged conditions on SCE if
the merger is approved, but said that
even those restrictions would "not meet
the long-run benefit standard required
by state law."
On May 8, Attorney General John
Van de Kamp issued a formal legal
opinion finding that the Edison takeover
of SDG&E would damage competition
at the wholesale level and boost electric
rates for ratepayers. His 65-page opinion
is in response to SB 52 (Rosenthal)
(Chapter 484, Statutes of 1989), which
requires the Attorney General to issue
an advisory opinion to the PUC on utili-
ty mergers, and prohibits such mergers
if they are found to adversely affect
competition. UCAN's Shames said Van
de Kamp's opinion carries more legal
weight than that of other merger oppo-
nents, because the PUC must by law
respond to his opinion.
UCAN organized a strong turnout at
PUC public hearings on the merger on
April 23 and May 16 in San Diego by
mailing notices to and telephoning sev-
eral hundred members. Approximately
500 UCAN members attended the April
23 afternoon and evening hearings
despite a heavy rain and slippery roads.
Merger opponents far outnumbered pro-
ponents at both sessions, where dozens
of UCAN members testified in opposi-
tion to the proposed takeover. More
public hearings were held in several
cities throughout southern California in
May, including cities in north and south
San Diego County. UCAN sent a letter
to its members from San Diego Mayor
Maureen O'Connor, a strong merger
opponent, which urged citizens to attend
those mid-May public hearings. "If [the
merger] is approved...our City's eco-
nomic, environmental, and energy future
will be dictated by Los Angeles-based
executives whose only concern will be
the bottom line, not the best interests of
San Diegans," said O'Connor in her let-
ter.
The PUC's evidentiary hearings on
the merger issue began in San Diego on
May 14, and are expected to continue
for up to three months. At the opening
session, UCAN, the City of San Diego,
and the PUC's Division of Ratepayer
Advocates were successful in persuad-
ing Administrative Law Judge Lynn
Carew to disallow testimony by former
federal Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger, who was in the audience
but exited immediately after the ALJ's
decision. Schlesinger was paid at least
$115,000 by Edison stockholders to
appear at both the PUC hearing and the
Federal Energy Regulation Commission
hearings in April.
In mid-April, UCAN blasted SCE for
its "VIP list" for preferential treatment
during power outages. At a UCAN news
conference, an Edison customer service
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manager said that since 1986 the com-
pany has provided preferential service
for Los Angeles-area business and polit-
ical leaders at the expense of medically-
handicapped and other electricity-
dependent customers. SCE Customer
Service Manager Reginald Henry, a 17-
year employee, displayed company lists
containing the names and residential
addresses of wealthy and influential Los
Angeles area corporate and political fig-
ures, including former U.S. Attorney
General William French Smith, the CEO
and publisher of the Los Angeles Times,
the president of Vons grocery chain, and
others. Henry said that every Edison ser-
vice district is required to compile such
lists.
Henry explained that the VIP lists are
formulated by Edison executives and
distributed to service technicians with
the understanding that the residences on
the list are to receive priority over all
other customers during power outages.
He said that when electrical outages
occur, technicians are required to send
crews to those on the VIP list rather
than servicing an electricity-dependent
customer with special needs. UCAN's
Michael Shames condemned as unlaw-
ful such preferential treatment, calling it
"elitism at its most insidious." UCAN
immediately sent a letter to PUC
President Mitchell Wilk seeking an
injunction on the use of the lists and
appointment of an independent special
prosecutor to investigate and prosecute
SCE for the practice. "This development
is of particular interest to San Diegans,
in light of Edison's effort to take over
SDG&E. If this elitism is what Edison
means by "better service", then San
Diegans don't want any part of it," said
Shames.
In May, the UCAN Board of
Directors considered possible action
regarding exceptionally high gasoline
prices in the San Diego region in com-
parison to Los Angeles and other south-
western cities. Surveys have shown that
a gallon of unleaded gas costs at least
ten cents more in San Diego than in
Los Angeles. UCAN joined area
Congressmember Jim Bates in calling
for an investigation by the District
Attorney or the Attorney General.
Options under consideration by UCAN
include a class action lawsuit, an inde-
pendent UCAN-led investigation, a hot-
line with information on the lowest-
priced stations, and other public educa-
tional activities such as panel discus-
sions by leading experts and consumers.
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